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1957

(28) Joint Economic Committee President's Economic
Report 2/5/57

(29) .Committee on Ways and
Means, House of Repre-
sentatives . Bills to increase the

maximum interest rate
permitted on U.S.
Savings Bonds 2/21/57

(30) Subcommittee on Disarma-
ment (Hubert Humphrey,
Chairman), Senate Foreign
Relations Committee "Relation of armaments

to world economy" . . . 3/7/57

(31) Subcommittee No. 5 ("Anti-
trust Subcommittee"chairmaned
by Emanuel Celler), House
Committee on the Judiciary . . H.R. 264 and H.R.

2143, bank merger
bills 3/8/57

(32)

(33)

Subcommittee on Housing,
Senate Committee on Banking
and Currency re Administration's

proposal reduce FHA
mortgage down pay-
ments, etc.

Subcommittee on Fiscal
Policy (Chairmaned by Repre-
sentative Wilbur D. Mills),
Joint Economic Committee .

3/19/57

Fiscal Policy Implications
of the Economic Outlook
and Budget Develop-
ments 6/14/57
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(34) . . . . Subcommittee on Small Business,
(Joseph Clark, Chairman), Senate
Banking and Currency Committee Senate Bill 2160 to

provide new type
of private investment
institution to special-
ize in small business
financing 6/20/57

(See next folder for contination
of 1957 Hearings)
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
Joint Economic Committee

January 18, 1957

The Honorable William McC. Martin, Jr.
Chairman, Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System
Washington 25, D. C,

Dear Mr. Martin:

The Joint Economic Committee will begin hearings on the
President's Economic Report on January 28, 1957. The hearings are
intended to develop fully the major problems and issues in economic
policies of the Federal Government which may be anticipated in 1957—
and their ramifications with respect to maintaining steady economic
growth in the future. Testimony by Executive Branch officials and
independent agencies will assist the Committee materially in evalua-
ting the current economic situation and the legislative recommenda-
tions set forth in the President^ Economic Report, Budget Message,
and State of the Union Message.

This letter confirms a telephone conversation with
Mr. Cherry of your office, fixing Tuesday, February 5, as the date
for your appearance. Following your opening presentation, the
balance of the morning and, if necessary, the afternoon will be
given over to questions.

The hearings will be held at 10:00 a.m. in the Old Supreme
Court Chamber in the Senate Wing of the Capitol,

It would aid the Committee and the press if we could have
75 to 100 copies of your opening statement by Monday morning, Febru-
ary it, at the latest. All copies should be sent to Mr. John W,
Lehman, Clerk, Joint Economic Committee, Room 23-B, Senate Office
Building, Washington 25> D. C,

Sincerely yours,

(signed) Grover

Grover W. Ensley
Executive Director

PS. Attached is a tentative schedule of the forthcoming
hearings. This schedule is not for publication at this
point, of course. You should note the questions in the
detailed schedule for the session with you.

G,W.E.
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Attachment C

The following schedule for hearings on the

President's Economic Report is suggested by the Committee

Staff after consultation with Chairman Douglas, Vice Chair-

man Patman, and the ranking minority members of the Committee

in accordance with Committee rules. The Staff also has con-

sulted with the Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers.

In light of the Committee's reporting deadline of

March 1, the Staff has arranged for the witnesses listed to

appear on the dates shown. Although this schedule is tenta-

tive, rearrangement of dates could result in a number of

cancellations.

A two-page summary of the suggested hearings is

shown first. This is followed by a detailed list of wit-

nesses, topics and questions.
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HEARINGS ON THE PRESIDENT'S 1?£? ECONOMIC REPORT *
Summary

January 28 (Monday) - (Executive Session) - Council of Economic Advisers

RAYMOND J. SAULNIER, Chairman
JOSEPH S. DAVIS, Member
PAUL W. McCRACKEN, Member

January 29 (Tuesday) - The Federal Budget

PERCIVAL F. BRUNDAGE, Director, Bureau of the Budget

January 30 (Wednesday) - Panel; Economic Outlook for the Coming Year

Labor Force, Hours, Productivity, and Potential Output;
EWAN CLArrUE, "Commissioner, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department

of Labor

Government Demand for Goods and Services;
LOUIS J. PARADISO, Assistant Director and Chief Statistician,

Office of Business Economics, Department of
Commerce

Business Demand;
MARTIN GAINSBRUGH, Chief Economist, National Industrial Conference

Board

Consumer Demand;
GEORGE KATONA, Program Director, Survey Research Center, University

of Michigan

Agricultural Outlook;
ORIS V. WEILS, Administrator, Agricultural Marketing Service,

Department of Agriculture

January 31 (Thursday) - Panel; Price Changes and Policy Implications

Recent Price Changes
Factors in Price Changes
Policy Implications of Price Changes and Prospects

ROBB.RT R. NATHAN, President, Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc.
JULES BACHMAN, Professor, School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance,

New York University
NAT WEINBERG, Director, Research Department, United Auto Workers
BRADFORD SMITH, Economist, United States Steel Corporation
ALBERT REES, Professor, Economics Department, University of Chicago
KARL FOX, Professor, Department of Economics and Sociology, Iowa

State College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts

* Hearings will be held in the Old Supreme Court Chamber, Senate ¥ing, U. S.
Capitol, All sessions are open to the public except on January 28,
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February 1 (Friday) - panel; Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year

Effectiveness and Relationship of Fiscal and Monetary Policy

ALFRED NEAL, President, Committee for Economic Development
SEYMOUR E. HARRIS, Professor and Chairman, Department of

Economics, Harvard University

Impact of Current policy on State and Local Governments

WALTER HELLER, Professor, School of Business Administration,
University of Minnesota

BENJAMIN U. RATCHFORD, Professor, Department of Economics,
Duke University

Recommended Fiscal and Monetary Policy for 19̂ 7

LOUIS SHERE, Professor, Department of Economics, University of
Indiana

LESTER V. CHANDLER, Professor, Department of Economics and
Sociology, Princeton University

February k (Monday) - Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year

GEORGE M. HUMPHREY, Secretary of the Treasury

February 5> (Tuesday) - Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year

WILLIAM McC. MARTIN, JR., Chairman, Federal Reserve Board

February 6 (Wednesday) - Invited Panel: General Views and Recommendations
of Economic Interest and Research Groups #

Agriculture:
CHARLES B. SHUMAN, President, American Farm Bureau Federation
HERSCHEL D. NEWSOM, Master, The National Grange
JAMES G. PATTON, President, The National Farmers Union

Business;
JOHN S. COLEMAN, President, U, S. Chamber of Commerce
ERNEST S. SWIGERT, President, National Association of Manufacturers
FRAZAR B. WILDE, Chairman, Research and Policy Committee,

Committee for Economic Development

Labor;
GEORGE MEANY, President, American Federation of Labor and

Congress of Industrial Organizations
JOHN L. LEWIS, President, United Mine Workers of America
G, E. LEIGHTY, Chairman, Railway Labor Executives Association
DON MAHON, Executive Secretary, National Independent Union Council

Written statements of other groups will be received.
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HEARING;. JN THE PRESIDENT'S 1957 ECONOMIC REPORT *

Detail
DATES, WITNESSES, TOPICS AND QUESTIONS

January 28 (Monday) - Council of Economic Advisers (Executive Session)

RAYMOND J. SAULNIER, Chairman, accompanied by JOSEPH S. DAVIS
and PAUL W. McCRACKEN, Members

1* What are the levels of employment, production, and purchasing
power needed in 1957 to carry out the objectives of the Employ-
ment Act?

2. What are the current and foreseeable trends in employment, pro-
duction, and purchasing power?

3, What assumptions with respect to prices, national income, personal
income, corporate profits, and the like, underlie the President's
Economic Report?

k» Review the effects of present Federal economic programs on em-
ployment, production, and purchasing power,

5. How will the recommendations set forth in the President's Economic
Report contribute to achieving the objectives of the Employment Act?

January 29 (Tuesday) - The Federal Budget

PERCIVAL F. BRUNDAGE, Director, Bureau of the Budget

1. What are the major changes in expenditures and revenues con-
templated in the President's Budget for fiscal year 1958?

2. What assumptions with respect to prices, national income,
personal income, corporate profits, and the like, underlie
the President's Budget?

3. What commitments extending beyond fiscal year 1958 are con-
templated by the Budget?

U. How will these changes in the Budget affect the economy in the
year and years ahead?

5. Elaborate on the provisions in the Budget for improving the
Federal statistical program during the coming year. How far
will these improvements take us toward the goal of an inte-
grated Federal statistical system?

Hearings will be held in the Old Supreme Court Chamber, Senate
Wing, U. S, Capitol. All sessions are open to the public except
on January 28,
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January 30 (Wednesday) - Panel; Economic Outlook for the Coming Year

Labor Force, Hours, Productivity, and Potential Output:

EWAN CLAGUE, Commissioner, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Depart-
ment of Labor

1. Compare actual changes in the labor force, hours of work,
productivity, and output during 1956 with long-run trends.

2. How would these long-run trends work out in 1957?

3. What is the present outlook for prices—consumer, wholesale,
construction, etc. in 1957? Are these indices good measures
of inflation?

Government Demand for Goods and Services;

LOUIS J. PARADISO, Assistant Director and Chief Statistician,
Office of Business Economics, Department of
Commerce

1. Translate the budget estimates into expenditures for goods and
services and incomes from national product for calendar 1957,
comparable with past periods as published by the Department of
Commerce,

2. What are the likely trends in receipts and expenditures of
State and local governments in 1956-57 in terms of the national
income and product accounts?

3. What is the present outlook for prices, as reflected in the
value of total national product in 1957?

Business Demand;

MARTIN GAINSBRUGH, Chief Economist, National Industrial
Conference Board

1. On the basis of surveys, how much investment are businessmen
planning for 1957? How would this compare with 1956 in terms
of the national product categories in dollar values and in
real values?

2. What is the consensus concerning spending in 1957 for resi-
dential construction? For inventories? For net private
foreign investment?

3. What is the outlook for financing this investment from in-
ternal and external sources?
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January 30 (Wednesday) - P̂ 2£ls Economic Outlook for the Coming Year,
Continued

Consumer Demand:

GEORGE KATONA, Program Director, Survey Research Center,
University of Michigan

1, What evidence is available as to consumer plans and
expectations for 1957? What will likely be the rate of
personal savings? What do consumers anticipate with respect
to price movements?

2, Translate these expectations into estimates of consumer
spending in 1957.

Agricultural Outlook;

ORIS V, WELLS, Administrator, Agricultural Marketing Service,
Department of Agriculture

!• What is the outlook for farm production, price and income
in 1957?

2, How will this affect the farmer's spending on new construction
and farm machinery?

January 31 (Thursday) - Panel; Price Changes and Policy Implications

Recent Price Changes;

X. What significance do you attach to recent price developments?
What-is the import of the differences in movements during
recent years of the index of wholesale prices, consumer prices,
construction, producers' equipment, and of the implicit de-
flator for gross national product?

2. To what extent to retail prices now reflect the changes that
have taken place in 1956 at the raw material and manufacturing
levels? Do recent changes in wholesale prices foreshadow
further rises in retail prices in 3.957? If so, by how much?

3« What implications for wage changes in 1957 are contained in
present labor contracts and in trends in prices?

U* Can you differentiate between price movements in ̂ competitive'*
areas and in the so called ''administered price" areas; between
relatively big and relatively small business; in industries
showing relatively high profits and in industries with relatively
low profits? in industries with increasing demand and in in-
dustries with declining demand?
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u.
January 31 (Thursday) - Panel: Price Changes and Policy Implications,

Continued.

Factors in Price Changes:

It What are the most significant factors responsible for
recent price changes?

2. To what extent do you believe these will continue to
exert an upward influence on prices? For how long?

Policy Implications of Price Changes and Prospects:

It Are fiscal and monetary policies sufficiently stringent to
prevent general price increases consistent with maintaining
present low levels of unemployment? Can fiscal and monetary
policy stem inflationary trends which result from cost-price
pressures?

2, What changes in other economic policies—private as well as
public—would increase the effectiveness of restraints on
inflationary price increases?

ROBERT R. NATHAN, President, Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc.
JULES BACHMAN, professor, School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance,

New York University
NAT W'EINEERG, Director, Research Department, United Auto Workers
BRADFORD SMITH, Economist, United States Steel Corporation
ALBERT REES, Professor, Economics Department, University of Chicago
KARL FOX, Professor, Department of Economics and Sociology, Iowa

State College

February 1 (Friday) - Panel; Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year

Effectiveness and Relationship of Fiscal and Monetary Policy;

ALFRED NEAL, President, Committee for Economic Development
SEYMOUR E. HARRIS, Chairman and Professor, Department of

Economics, Harvard University

1. Are we currently relying too heavily on monetary policy in lieu of
fiscal policy for restraining inflationary pressures? What
standards would you suggest for determining ths relative em-
phasis which should be placed on use of monetary policy and of
fiscal policy for stabilization purposes?

2. Are fiscal and monetary policy working together or at cross pur-
poses with respect to economic stabilization?

3t Are fiscal and monetary policies sufficiently stringent to pre-
vent general price increases consistent with maintaining present
low levels of unemployment? Can fiscal and monetary policy stem
inflationary trends which result from cost-price pressures?
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February 1 (Friday) - Panel; Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year,
Continued,

Impact of Federal Fiscal and Monetary Policies on State and Local
Governments;

WALTER HELLER, Professor, School of Business Administration,
University of Minnesota

BENJAMIN U. KATCHFORD, Professor, Department of Economics,
Duke University

1, Have recent monetary policy developments significantly
affected the volume of State and local government con-
struction programs?

2, What are the problems of improving the relative financial
position of State and local governments during periods of
inflationary strain? Can these problems be solved at the
State and local level or do they call for Federal action?

3, Evaluate the financial resources of State and local govern-
ments for meeting their long-range responsibilities. In
general terms, what type of long-range adjustments in Federal,
State, and local government revenue systems may be called for
by currently projected demands for public services?

Fiscal and lionetary Policy for 1957:

LOUIS SHERE, Professor, Department of Economics, University
of Indiana

LESTER V. CHANDLER, Professor, Department of Economics and
Sociology, Princeton University

1, What recommendations for general or structural revisions in
fiscal and monetary policy would you make at this time?

2* Should the scope of general credit controls be broadened to
include financial intermediaries other than commercial banks
which are members of the Federal Reserve System?

3» What devices would you suggest to direct a larger proportion
of the available credit supply to certain purposes with a
high social priority, e0g<>, school construction, while re-
taining general credit restraint?
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February 4 (Monday) - Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year,
Continued

GEORGE M. HUMPHREY, Secretary of the Treasury

1. Do you have any recommendations for general or structural
revisions in tax policy at this time? Do you have any
long range recommendations for tax revision for promoting
steady economic growth?

2. Could we have improved upon the division of labor between
tax policy and monetary policy as instruments of restraint
during the past year?

3» If inflationary pressures abate during the year, would you
recommend priority be given to fiscal or to monetary easing?

4. What do you foresee as the Treasury1s principal debt management
problems in the year ahead, assuming the continuation of tight
money?

February 5 (Tuesday) - Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year,
Continued

VffLLIali McC. I1ARTIN, Jr., Chairman, Federal Reserve Board

!• What information do you have about the impact of so-called
general credit controls upon small business as compared with
big business? Upon State and local governments as compared
with nongovernmental credit users?

2. Are present statutory provisions governing reserve requirements
satisfactory and desirable?

3» Is the breadth of direct control (now limited to member banks)
sufficient for the workings of general monetary controls, or
should the direct influence of central bank operations be extended
to cover other financial intermediaries, such as insurance companies,
savings and loan associations, installment credit institutions,
nonmember banks, etc.?

4o Is there any acceptable way of restraining the demand for loans
without raising the interest rates?

5« Have you any general suggestions for revision of the present'
institutional arrangements in the field of money and banking,
which would facilitate the use of general credit controls for
economic stabilization?
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February 6 (Wednesday) - General Views and Recommendations of Economic

Interest and Research Groups *

Agriculture;
American Farm Bureau Federation
CHARLES B. SHUMAN, President
2300 Merchandise Mart
Chicago 5Jj> Illinois

The National Grange
HERSCHEL D. NEWSOM, Master
7 Mi Jackson Place, N. ¥.
Washington 6, D. C.

The National Farmers Union
JAMES G. PATTON, President
IbOLi New York Avenue, N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

Busine ss
Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America
JOHN S. COLEMAN, President
1615 "H» Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

National Association of Manufacturers
ERNEST S. SWIGERT, President
2 East Ii8th Street
New York 17, New York

Committee for Economic Development
FRAZAR B. WILDE, Chairman, Research and Policy Committee
1729 "H" Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Labor;
American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations
GEORGE MEANY, President
815 Sixteenth Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

United Mine Workers of America
JOHN L. LEWIS, President
900 Fifteenth Street, N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

Railway Labor Executives Association
G. E. LEIGHTY, Chairman
1001 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

National Independent Union Council
DON MAHON, Executive Secretary
Warner Building
Washington L', D. C.

Written statements of other groups will be received,Digitized for FRASER 
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Lehman 1609
Friday a.m.

For Release: January 25, 1957

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

Joint Economic Committee

Chairman Patman Announces Hearings
on the President's Economic Report

Representative Wright Patman (D. Tex.), Chairman of the Joint
Economic Ccronittee, has announced plans of the Joint Committee to
hold eight days of hearings, commencing January 28, on the President's
Economic Report vhich was transmitted to Congress on Wednesday (January 23)

Under the Employment Act of 19̂ 6, the President's Economic Report
is referred to the Joint Economic Committee,, which is to review it and
" file a report with the Senate and the House of Representatives
containing its findings and recommendations with respect to each of the
main recommendations nade by the President in the Economic Report "

At its organization meeting on January 22, the Committee unan-
imously approved the procedure for hearings set forth in the attached
schedule. A two-page summary of the hearings is shown first. This
is followed by a detailed list of witnesses, topics and questions.
All of the hearings will be held in the Old Supreme Court Chamber,
Senate Wing of the Capitol, starting at 10:00 a.m. each day.

JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

Wright Patman, Representative, Texas, Chairman
John Sparkman, Senator, Alabama, Vice Chairman

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Richard Boiling, Mo.
Wilbur D. Mills, Ark.
Augustine B. Kelley, Pa.
Henry 0. Talle, Iowa
Thomas B. Curtis, Mo.
Clarence E. Kilburn, N. Y.

SENATE

Paul H. Douglas, 111.
J. W. Fulbright, Ark.
Joseph C. O'Mahoney, Wyo,
Ralph E. Flanders, Vt.
Arthur V. Watkins, Utah
Barry Goldwater, Ariz.

Grover W. Ensley, Executive Director
John W. Lehman, Clerk

P.R. 1957-1.
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HEARINGS ON THE PRESIDENT'S 1957 ECONOMIC REPORT #

Summary

January 28 (Monday) - (Executive Session) - Council of Economic Advisers

RAYMOND J. SAULNIER, Chairman
JOSEPH S. DAVIS, Member
PAUL W. McCRACKEN, Member

January 29 (Tuesday) - The Federal Budget

PERCIVAL F. BRUNDAGE, Director, Bureau of the Budget

January 30 (Wednesday) - Panel: Economic Outlook for the Coming Year

Labor Force, Hours, Productivity, and Potential Output;
EWAN CLAGUE, Commissioner, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor

Government Demand for Goods and Services;
LOUIS J. PARADISO, Assistant Director and Chief Statistician, Office of

Business Economics, Department of Commerce

Business Demand;
MARTIN GAINSBRUGH, Chief Economist, National Industrial Conference Board

Consumer Demand;
GEORGE KATONA, Program Director, Survey Research Center, University of

Michigan

Agricultural Outlook;
ORIS V. WELLS, Administrator, Agricultural Marketing Service, Department

of Agriculture

January 31 (Thursday) - Panel; Price Changes and Policy Implications;

Recent Price Changes
Factors in Price Changes
Policy Implications of Price Changes and Prospects

LEON H. KEYSERLING, Consulting Economist
JULES BACHMAN, Professor, School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance,

New York University
OTIS BRUBAKER, Research Director, United Steelworkers of America
BRADFORD SMITH, Economist, United States Steel Corporation
GEORGE HITCHINGS, Manager, Economic Analysis Department, Ford Motor Co.
NAT WEINBERG, Director, Research Department, United Auto Workers
KARL FOX, Professor, Department of Economics and Sociology, Iowa State

College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts
ALBERT REES, Professor, Economics Department, University of Chicago

Hearings will be held in the Old Supreme Court Chamber, Senate Wing,
U.S. Capitol. All sessions are open to the public except on January 28.
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February 1 (Friday) - Panel; Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year

Effectiveness and Relationship of Fiscal and Monetary Policy

ALFRED NEAL, President, Committee for Economic Development
SEYMOUR Ek HARRIS, Chairman and Professor., Department of

Economics, Harvard University

Impact of Federal Fiscal and Monetary Policies on State and Local
Governments

WALTER HELLER, Professor, School of Business Administration,
University of Minnesota

BENJAMIN U. RAICHFORD, Professor, Department of Economics,
Duke University

Recommended Fiscal and Monetary Policy for 1957

LOUIS SHERE, Professor, Department of Economics, University of
Indiana

LESTER V. CHANDLER, Professor, Department of Economics and
Sociology, Princeton University

February k (Monday) - Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year

GEORGE M. HUMPHREY, Secretary of the Treasury

February 5 (Tuesday) - Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year

WILLIAM McC. MARTIN, Jr., Chairman, Federal Reserve Board

February 6 (Wednesday) - Invited Panel: General Views and Recommendations
of Economic Interest and Research Groups *

Agriculture:
CHARLES B. SHUMAN, President, American Farm Bureau Federation
HERSCHEL D. NEWSQM, Master, The National Grange
JAMES G. PATTON, President, The National Farmers Union

Business:
JOHN S. COLEMAN, President, U. S. Chamber of Commerce
ERNEST S. SWIGERT, President, National Association of Manufacturers
FRAZAR B. WILDE, Chairman, Research and Policy Committee,

Committee for Economic Development

Labor;
GEORGE MEANY, President, American Federation of Labor and

Congress of Industrial Organizations
JOHN L, LEWIS, President, United Mine Workers of America
G. E. LEIGHTY, Chairman, Railway Labor Executives Association
DON MAHON, Executive Secretary, National Independent Union Council

General;
RALPH WATKINS, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Federal Statistics

Users1 Conference

Written statements of other groups vill be received.
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HEARINGS ON THE PRESIDENT'S 1957 ECONOMIC REPORT *

Detail
DATES> WITNESSES, TOPICS AND QUESTIONS

January 28 (Monday) - Council of Economic Advisers (Executive Sessi&i)

RAYMOND J. SAULNIER, Chairman, accompanied by JOSEPH S. DAVIS
and PAUL W. McCRACKEN, Members

1. What are the levels of employment, production, and purchasing
power needed in 1957 to carry out the objectives of the Employ-
ment Act?

2. What are the current and foreseeable trends in employment, pro-
duction, and purchasing power?

3. What assumptions with respect to prices, national income, personal
income, corporate profits, and the like, underlie the President's
Economic Report?

U. Review the effects of present Federal economic programs on em-
ployment, production, ar-l purchasing power.

5. How will the recommendations set forth in the President's Economic
Report contribute to achieving the objectives of the Employment Act?

January 29 (Tuesday) - The Federal Budget

PERCIVAL F. BRUNDAGE, Director, Bureau of the Budget

1. What are the major changes in expenditures and revenues con-
templated in the President's Budget for fiscal year 19f>8?

2. What assumptions with respect to prices, national income,
personal income, corporate profits, and the like, underlie
the President's Budget?

3. What commitments extending beyond fiscal year 1958 are con-
templated by the Budget?

Lu How will these changes in the Budget affect the economy in the
year and years ahead?

5. Elaborate on the provisions in the Budget for improving the
Federal statistical program during the coming year. How far
will these improvements take us toward the goal of an inte-
grated Federal statistical system?

* Hearings will be held in the Old Supreme Court Chamber, Senate
Wing, U. S. Capitol. All sessions are open to the public except
on January 28.
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January 30 (Wednesday) - Panel; Economic Outlook for the Coming Year

Labor Force, Hours, Productivity, and Potential Output;

EWAN CLAGUE, Commissioner, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Depart-
ment of Labor

1. Compare actual changes in the labor force, hours of work,
productivity, and output during 1956 with long-run trends.

2. How would these long-run trends work out in 1957?

3. What is the present outlook for prices—consumer, wholesale,
construction, etc. in 1957? Are these indices good measures
of inflation?

Government Demand for Goods and Services;

LOUIS J. PARADISO, Assistant Director and Chief Statistician,
Office of Business Economics, Department of
Commerce

1. Translate the budget estimates into expenditures for goods and
services and incomes from national product for calendar 1957,
comparable with past periods as published by the Department of
Commerce. \

2. What are the likely trends in receipts and expenditures of
State and local governments in 1956-57 in terms of the national
income and product accounts?

3. What ia the present outlook for prices, as reflected in the
value of total national product in 1957?

i\

Business Demand;

MARTIN GAINSBRUGH, Chief Economist, National Industrial
Conference Board

1. On the basis of surveys, how much investment are businessmen
planning for 1957? How would this compare with 1956 in terms
of the national product categories in dollar values and in
real values?

2. What is the consensus concerning spending in 1957 for resi-
dential construction? For inventories? For net private
foreign investment?

3* What is the outlook for financing this investment from in-
ternal and external sources?
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January 30 (Wednesday) - Panel; Economic Outlook for the Coming Year,
Continued

Consumer Demand;

GEORGE KAIONA, Program Director, Survey Research Center,
University of Michigan

1. What evidence is available as to consumer plans and
expectations for 1957? What will likely be the rate of
personal savings? What do consumers anticipate vith respect
to price movements?

2. Translate these expectations into estimates of consumer
spending in 1957»

Agricultural Outlook;

ORIS V. WELLS, Administrator, Agricultural Marketing Service,
Department of Agriculture

1. What is the outlook for farm production, price and income
in 1957?

2« How will this affect the farmer's spending on new construction
and farm machinery?

January 31 (Thursday) - Panel; Price Changes and Policy Implications

Recent Price Changes;

1, What significance do you attach to recent price developments?
What is the import of the differences in movements during
recent years of the index of wholesale prices, consumer prices,
construction, producers' equipment, and of the implicit de-
flator for grobs national product?

2. To what extent do retail prices now reflect the changes that
have taken place in 1956 at the raw material and manufacturing
levels? Do recant oranges in wholesale prices foreshadow
further rises in retail prices in 1957? If so, by how much?

3« What implications for wage changes in 1957 are contained in
present labor contracts and in trends in prices?

4. Can you differentiate between price movements in "competitive"
areas and in tha so called "administered -price" areas; between
relatively big and relatively srnul1. busi :,ess; in industries
showing relatively hî h profits ar/1 in i:idustries with relatively
low profitsj in industries with increasing demand and in in-
dustries with declining demand?
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January 31 (Thursday) - Panel; Price Changes and Policy Implications,
Continued

Factors in Price Changes:

1. What are the most significant factors responsible for recent
price changes?

2. To what extent do you "believe these will continue to exert
an upward influence on prices? For how long?

Policy Implications of Price Changes and Prospects:

1. Are fiscal and monetary policies sufficiently stringent to
prevent general price increases consistent with maintaining
present low levels of unemployment? Can fiscal and monetary
policy stem inflationary trends which result from cost-price
pressures?

2. What changes in other economic policies--private as well as
public--would increase the effectiveness of restraints on in-
flationary price increases?

LEON H. KEYSERLING, Consulting Economist
JULES BACEMAN, Professor, School of Commerce,, Accounts and Finance,

New York University
OTIS BRUBAKER, Research Director, United Steelworkers of America
BRADFORD SMITH, Economist; United States Steel Corporation
GEORGE HITCHINGS, Manager, Economic Analysis Department, Ford Motor

Company
NAT WEINBERG, Director, Research Department, United Auto Workers
KARL FOX, Professor, Department of Economics and Sociology, Iowa

State College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts
ALBERT REES, Professor, Economics Department, University of Chicago

February 1 (Friday) - Panel; Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year

Effectiveness and Relationship of Fiscal and Monetary Policy;

ALFRED NEAL, President, Committee for Economic Development
SEYMOUR E. HARRIS, Chairman and Professor, Department of Economics,

Harvard University

1. Are we currently relying too heavily on monetary policy in lieu
of fiscal policy for restraining inflationary pressures? What
standards would you suggest for determining the relative emphasis
which should be placed on use of monetary policy and of fiscal
policy for stabilization purposes?

2. Are fiscal and monetary policy working together or at cross pur-
poses with respect to economic stabilization?

3. Are fiscal and monetary policies sufficiently stringent to pre-
vent general price increases consistent with maintaining present
low levels of unemployment? Can fiscal and monetary policy stem
inflationary trends which result from cost-price pressures?
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February 1 (Friday) * Panel; Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year,
Continued

Impact of Federal Fiscal and Monetary Policies en State and Local
Governments:

WALTER HELLER, Professor, School of Business Administration,
University of Minnesota

BENJAMIN U. RAICHFORD, Professor, Department of Economics,
Duke University

1. Have recent monetary policy developments significantly
affected the volume of State and local government construction
programs?

2. What are the problems of improving the relative financial
position of State and local governments during periods of
inflationary strain? Can these problems be solved at the
State and local level or do they call for Federal action?

3. Evaluate the financial resources of State and local govern-
ments for meeting their long-range responsibilities. In
general terms, what type of long-range adjustments in Federal,
State, and local government revenue systems may be called for
by currently projected demands for public services?

Recommended Fiscal and Monetary Policy for 1937:

LOUIS SHERE, Professor, Department of Economics, University
of Indiana

LESTER V. CRAIIDLER, Professor, Department of Economics and
Sociology, Princeton University

1. What recommendations for general or structural revisions in
fiscal and monetary policy would you make at this time?

2. Should the scope of general credit controls be broadened to
include financial intermediaries other than commercial banks
which are members of the Federal Reserve System?

3- What devices would you suggest to direct a larger proportion
of the available credit supply to certain purposes with a
high social priority, e.g., school construction, while re-
taining general credit restraint?
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February k (Monday) - Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year,
Continued

GEORGE M, HUMPHREY, Secretary of the Treasury

1. Do you have any recommendations for general or structural
revisions in tax policy at this time? Do you have any
long-range recommendations for tax revision for promoting
steady economic growth?

2. Could we have improved upon the division of labor between
tax policy and monetary policy as instruments of restraint
during the past year?

3. If inflationary pressures abate during the year, would you
recommend priority be given to fiscal or to monetary easing?

k. What do you foresee as the Treasury's principal debt management
problems in the year ahead, assuming the continuation of tight
money?

February 5 (Tuesday) - Fiscal and Monetary Policy for the Coming Year,
Continued

WILLIAM McC, MARTIN, Jr., Chairman, Federal Reserve Board

1. What information do you have about the impact of so-called
general credit controls upon small business as compared with
big business? Upon State and local governments as compared
with nongovernmental credit users?

2. Are present statutory provisions governing reserve requirements
satisfactory and desirable?

3. Is the breadth of direct control (now limited to member banks)
sufficient for the workings of general monetary controls, or
should the direct influence of central bank operations be extended
to cover other financial intermediaries, such as insurance companies,
savings and loan associations, installment credit institutions,
non-member banks, etc.?

k. Is there any acceptable way of restraining the demand for loans
without raising the interest rates?

5. Have you any general suggestions for revision of the present
institutional arrangements in the field of money and banking,
which would facilitate the use of general credit controls for
economic stabilization?
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February 6 (Wednesday) - Invited Panel; General Views and Recommendations of
Economic Interest and Research Groups *

Agriculture;

American Farm Bureau Federation
CHARLES B. SHUMAN, President
2300 Merchandise Mart
Chicago 5k> Illinois

The National Grange
HERSCHEL D. NEWSCM, Master
ihh Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.

The National Farmers Union
JAMES G. PATTON, President
ll;OU New York Avenue, N. W.
Washington $, D. C.

Business;

Chamber of Commerce of the
United States of America
JOHN S. COLEMAN, President
I6l£ "H" Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

National Association of Manufacturers
ERNEST S. SWIGERT, President
2 East bdth Street
New York 17, New York

Committee for Economic Development
FRAZAR B. ICE IDE, Chairman, Research and Policy Committee
1729 "H" Street, N* W.
Washington, D. C.

Labor:

American Federation of Labor and
Congress of Industrial Organiza-
tions

GEORGE MEANT, President
815 Sixteenth Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C,

Railway Labor Executive Associa-
tion
G, E. LEIGHTŶ  Chairman
1001 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

United Mine Workers of America
JOHN L. LEWIS, President
900 Fifteenth Street, N. W,
Washington 5>, D. C.

National Independent Union Council
DON MAHON, Executive Secretary
Warner Building
Washington H, D» C.

General;

Federal Statistics Users' Conference
RALPH J. WATKINS, Chairman, Board of Trustees
17U1 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C,

Written statements of other groups will be received.
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C.
Supplemental Questions Addressed to the Chairman of the

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

Joint Economic Committee
Hearings, February $, 19i>7

1. "What information do you have about the impact of so-called general
credit controls upnn small business as compared with big business?
Upon State and local governments as compared with nongovernmental
credit users?11

Manifestly, the effects of credit restraint are felt by more small

businesses, numerically, than by large ones. This does not necessarily mean

that the impact of general credit restraints falls disproportionately on

small businesses. There are over Ij-lA million business enterprises in this

country. Most of these would be considered small business under any stand-

ard of measurement, and only about one in a thousand would be classed as big

business.

The major difference between small and large business is net in

their direct access to some source of credit but, rather, in their access

to alternate sources of credit. Unlike most small businesses, most large

businesses generally have direct contact with and access to a number of

banks as well as to other sources of outside financing. Consequently, at

a time when overall credit demands are greater than can be fully met without
<?-t-&t<$>t.

inflationary impact, a 'larger number of small businesses than large ones

find it difficult to secure their customary credit accommodation.

The Federal Reserve System cannot allocate credit among groups of

borrowers. ?ifith demands for goods and services exceeding capacity to pro-

duce, monetary policy over the past year has been directed toward keeping

expansion of the total credit supply within limits set by the willingness

of the community to save. The market place has determined the allocation

of the available supply of savings.
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With aggregate demands for materials and crodit so large, it is

obvious that available productive capacity and savings could not accommodate

all credit-worthy applicants to the full extent of their desires. All of us

know of legitimate, useful projects that have had to be deferred or reduced

in scale, because either the physical or financial resources could not be

obtained.

We know of no figures that permit a precise measure of the relative

impact of credit restraints, in particular, on different groups of borrowers.

We have, however, assembled a considerable body of information that may help

to illuminate this troublesome question,

A survey of business loans made in October 1955 shows that one-
-X.A^ "\^<rv-*t^ '*

fifth of the total dollar volume of the business* loans held. on that date
A

were loans to firms with assets of less than ̂ 250,000, and more than one-

third were loans to firms with assets of less than $1 million. Most com-

mercial banks are small enterprises themselves; nearly 85 per cent of our

11;, 000 commercial banks have deposits of under $10 million, and, necessarily,

most of the lending of these smaller banks is to small businesses. In October

1955* over nine-tenths of the number and four-fifths of the dollar volume of

business loans held by small banks were loans to firms with assets of less

than 0250,000, and these loans accounted for about one-fifth of the dollar

volume of all commercial bank loans to such small businesses. With the close

and direct contact with customers that smaller banks enjoy, and with so large

a stake in the financial position of their small customers, it is evident

that most commercial banks have a strong incentive to maintain the volume of

bank credit f lowing to smaller businesses,
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Even at large banks, lending to small business represents a

significant share of their loan volumec In October 1955, banks with de-

posits of $100 million or m^re accounted for about two-fifths of all bank

loans to small business. At these larger banks, small business loans

represented three-quarters of the number and one-tenth of the dollar volume

of their business loan portfolios. Lending to small firms is profitable

business, and most large banks are anxious to obtain this type of business.

Information on the structure of bank loans to business since late

1955 is less comprehensive. We do receive reports from large banks in major

financial centers on the size distribution of new business loans of over

$1,000 made in a two-week period of each quarter. These figures indicate

that from mid-1955 to mid-1956 the number and dollar volume of all new
\

business loans made increased to record levels. Increases were recorded in

all loan-size categories, with the sharpest rise in loans of $200,000 and

over. The average size of new loan made increased about 30 per cent over

this period.

The rise in average size of business loan extended by large com-

mercial banks reflected primarily the shift in patterns of industrial demand

that occurred last year. When the bulk of the loan demand on commercial

banks is from industries where larger business units predominate, such as

public utilities, machinery or metals manufacturing, the average size is

larger than when most of the loan demand arises primarily from the needs of

retail merchants or service industries. This past year has seen such a

shift in demands, with the emphasis on borrowing to meet financial needs in

industries characterized by large producing units.

From June to December of 1956, the volume of new loans made declined

about one-eighth from the peaks reached in June. The decline was of equal

proportion in all major size categories, and there was very little change

in the average size of loan.Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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With interest costs rising generally, both large and small borrowers

have had to pay more for their loans. Since mid-1955* the average interest

paid at large banks on short-term business loans of $200,000 or more rose by

8? basis points, to ii.20 per cent, while costs on loans of from $1,000 to
r?

$100,000 went up &Q basis points, to ii.94 per cent.

Loan applications to the Small Business Administration rose from

about 3,000 in 1955 to almost 6,000 in 1956. Loan approvals increased more

rapidly, rising from 1,1̂ 8 loans, amounting to about $55 million in 1955, to

2,890 loans, amounting to about $122 million. These figures are not large

relative to the size of the small business population or to the usual volume

of lending to small businesses by commercial banks.

An increasing share of the loan funds supplied by SBA last year

was for longer-term purposes, such as purchase of plant and equipment or

consolidation of obligations, rather than for working capital. The pro-

portion of loans made by SBA carrying final maturities of less than 3 years

was small. Most maturities were longer than were customary in commercial

bank business loans.

Reports on manufacturing corporations, compiled quarterly by the

Federal Trade Commission, indicate that the return on shareholders' equity

and profits per dollar of sales both increased substantially for smaller

businesses from the third quarter of 1955 to the third quarter of 1956 (the

latest data now available). Over this period, return on equity, after taxes,

rose from 10.k per cent to 15.3 per cent for the smallest companies, as

compared with a decline from 12.3 to 11,0 for the total. Profits per dollar

of sales rose from 2,2 per cent to 3.0 per cent for the smallest companies,

compared with a decline for all manufacturing corporations over the period.
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These reports also indicate that the liquidity position of small

corporations deteriorated much less last year than that of large companies.

The ratio of cash balances and Government security holdings to total current

liabilities for the smallest companies declined from 37 per cent to 3k per

cent over the period, while for all manufacturing corporations, the decline

was from 71 per cent to 55 per cent.

Statistics published by Lun and Bradstreet on business failures

indicate that the number of failures where the liability involved was less

than §25,000 rose by one-seventh, as compared with an increase of one-fourth

in the number of firms failing with liabilities of $100,000. The dollar

amount of debts involved in failures of small firms also rose less than did

the debts of larger firms failing last year.

State and local governments

State and local governments spent about $10.7 billion last year

for construction of schools, highways and other community facilities. This

was about 10 per cent more than was spent for these purposes in 1955. Bond

issues for new money floated by State and local governments during the year

amounted to about $5.1| billion, about one-tenth less than was floated in

1955. All of the reduction in flotations was in issues to finance toll high-

way construction and in bond issues to fund the short-term debt incurred

for public housing projects. Financing of school construction continued at

the record level of the previous year, and financing of sanitation and other

community facilities increased sharply.

The decline in toll road financing reflected reconsideration of

many highway projects contemplated earlier. The financial difficulties ex-

perienced with some recently completed roads (financed for the most part at

lower interest costs), rising materials, labor and credit costs, and uncer-

tainties about developments in the new Federal highway program led to the

deferral of several projects.Digitized for FRASER 
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Construction outlays for public housing continued at close to 1955

levels, but an increasing share was financed through short-term debt. Instead

of funding the notes issued by local housing authorities on completion of

construction, these notes were "rolled-over" and fewer long-term housing bonds

were issued in 1956.

Deferral of long-term financing last year reflected the rapid rise

in costs of all types of long-term borrowing. Yields on high-grade corporate

bonds outstanding rose 63 basis points, and yields on new issues rose almost

100 points. In addition, repayment terms on corporate issues became sub-

stantially more restrictive last year, with longer "no-call" provisions and

higher call prices required of borrowers.

Yields on high-grade State and local bonds outstanding rose 75

basis points over the year, but these bonds still offered investors returns

about three-quarters of a percentage point less than comparable quality

corporate securities. This was close to the differential that existed in

1955. For investors subject to high corporate or personal income tax rates,

the exemption from Federal income taxation of interest received on State and

local government obligations offsets the lower rate of return. This feature

is not one of prime importance tc> investors subject to lower tax rates, how-

ever, particularly for institutional investors such as life insurance com-

panies, pension funds and mutual savings banks, which receive a large share

of the community*s long-term savings. As the volume of State and local long-

term borrowing increases beyond the supply of investment funds attracted by

the tax-exemption feature, it becomes increasingly necessary for these

governments to compete for funds on a straight return basis.
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In part, the stability of the differential between yields on

corporate and municipal bonds reflects the acumen of the officers managing

the finances of State and local governments. Because the planning and

financing of large-scale construction projects is usually undertaken long

before construction actually begins, finance officers can time the flota-

tion of bonds to take advantage of temporary ebbs and flows of funds into

and out of security markets. On several occasions in 1956* the volume of

security issues floated was greater than the supply of investment funds

could accommodate, and security dealers 1 inventories of unsold securities

increased rapidly. As these situations of temporary congestion developed,

finance officers postponed some offerings.

A survey made last year indicated that about 120 issues, aggre-

gating $175 million, were not sold on previously announced flotation dates

during the third quarter of 195>6. The Board!s staff has followed the sub-

sequent history of these issues; they found that l|l of the issues were sold

later in that same quarter and 28 were sold in the fourth quarter of the

year. By year-end, three-fifths of the number and two-fifths of the dollar

volume of the postponed issues had been sold. The pattern of issues post-

poned in the fourth quarter of 1956 (estimated as 135> issues, valued at

$2l|0 million) has been similar, with about liO per cent sold to date.

For some borrowers, postponement has meant higher costs, for others

it has proven advantageous. For example, the State of Michigan offered a

highway bond issue in early December, with a maximum interest ceiling of

3.50 per cent. No bids were received. The issue was reoffered in reduced

amount in mid-January, and successfully marketed at 3,37 per cent.
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it appears that, for the most part, State and local governments

last year were able to finance a very large and rising volume of expenditures

and that the rise in interest costs of bond financing was a reflectm$ of
-C-V££i»£*«£* ;

supply and demand factors. There were some cases where borrowers were un-
*M

willing to pay current market rates, and withdrew their issues, and others

where borrowers were prohibited by statutory limitations from paying rates

which the market demanded.
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2« "Are present statutory provisions governing reserve requirements
satisfactory and desirable?"

The present system of reserve requirements is not altogether

equitable in its impact on individual member banks. It has not seriously

impeded, however, the effectiveness of monetary and credit policy in

influencing the aggregate volume of bank credit. The problem of devising a

more equitable and effective structure of reserve requirements has been

under intensive study for many years, within the System, by the banking

community, and by other students of monetary affairs, and many alterna-

tives have been proposed and analyzed. It is one of the problems to be

considered in any over-all review of the existing financial organization.
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3. "Is the breadth of direct control (now limited to member banks) suffi-
cient for the workings of general monetary controls, or should the
direct influence of central bank operations be extended to cover other
financial intermediaries, such as insurance companies, savings and
loan associations^ installment credit institutions, nonmember banks,
etc*?1'1

Our experience of recent years indicates clearly that the actions

of the System under its present authority are f. potent force^affecting

financial developments in the economy. This is true both when stimulation

of additional spending to achieve full utilization of resources is needed

or when the problem is to achieve restraint on spending in order to avoid

inflation.

Although the direct discipline iirposed by the System through

control over reserve requirements, the volume of reserves, and discount

rates applies only to member banks, its ramifications are felt by nonmember

banks, other financial institutions, and the financial markets generally.

Federal Reserve member banks, with loans and investments of nearly

f::lUO billion, account for more than four-fifths of the assets of all com-

mercial banks of the nation. Control over the rate at which new credit

and money is created by this preponderant part of the banking system gives

the Federal Reserve System a substantial influence on the total flow of

loan funds, -which includes those of individuals, savings institutions,

businesses, and government, and also upon liquidity conditions in the

economy. The operations of other financial institutions, particularly

their ability and willingness to sell U. S. Government and other securities

in order to advance new credit to borrowers, are substantially affected

by changes in credit conditions brought about in part by Federal Reserve

policies.
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As we have pointed out in the past, the fact that reserve

requirements of nonmember banks are defined differently and in many cases

are much lower than those of member banks, creates some inequities and

problems. These differences in reserve requirements may discourage some

banks from seeking or maintaining member bank status. This situation is

not new and no simple and practical way of making reserve requirements of

nonmember banks consistent with those of member banks has been devised

without an extension of Federal banking authority. The problems arising

out of the situation are in some ways less pressing now than they were

earlier in the postwar period, when the discrepancy between reserve

requirements of member and nonmember banks was greater than it is now.

A policy of extending to nonbanking institutions a system of

monetary controls analogous to that now applied to member banks by the

Federal Reserve, however, would represent a basic and far-reaching

departure from the principles that have in the past governed banking

legislation and Federal Reserve policies. Commercial banks have special

functions that are not presently shared by nonbank financial institutions.

Before extending monetary controls over these institutions a careful study

should be given to the far-reaching implications of such a departure.
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\l» "Is there any acceptable way of restraining the demand for loans
without raising interest rates?"

We are not in favor of interest rates any higher than required

by the underlying economic realities, but we do not believe that there

is any practicable way of preventing them from increasing during those

periods in which desired borrowings tend to outrun the flow of savings.

In order to keep interest rates below the level at which the

amount of loan funds supplied is equal to the amount demanded, it is

necessary to select some classes of potential borrowers and prevent them

from borrowing, by law or regulation. Essentially, the problem is one of

rationing, and involves many of the same sorts of difficulties and problems

that have attended such programs in other areas. In a peacetime economy,

there is no acceptable way of administratively determining who is to be

permitted to borrow and who is to be forbidden.

Selective credit controls affecting the demand for credit have

been used in certain areas where special considerations and conditions

made them desirable and workable, and are now in use in one area, apply-

ing to stock market credit. The earlier controls over borrowing to buy

houses and consumer durable goods were similar in nature. In each of

these cases, however, there were special reasons for attempting to control

the particular type of credit involved and some rough guides as to what

would be reasonable objectives of control. Further, control of this kind

was made possible by the special character of the borrowing, namely, that

it was related to specific collateral and could be regulated (though

imperfectly) by setting minimum downpayments and maximum margins and

maturities.
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Any attempt to extend similar controls to other types of borrow-

ing, however, would be balked by much greater administrative difficulties,

and by the problem of selecting the borrowers to be excluded from the

market in a way that is equitable and make s economic sense. Who can say

which business borrowers are to be permitted to have credit, and how much,

and for what purpose? Which State and local governments are to be able

to borrow? Who is to be permitted access to personal loans? An attempt

to develop any system of general administrative rationing of credit in an

effort to hold down the interest rates paid by those who were permitted

to borrow would run into three kinds of difficulties: (1) it irould create

inequities, (2) it would require placing great power in the hands of the

administrators, and (3) it would tend to undermine the flexible and progres-

sive character of our economy. This would make it almost certain that any

broad system of administrative rationing of all types of .credit across the

the board would not be effective under peacetime conditions, but rather

would become a force for inflation.

Even from the narrow point of view of its effect upon the level

of interest rates, such a policy would be self-defeating. The greatest

possible threat to the maintenance of reasonably low interest rates is

inflation, and acceptance by the public of the idea that continuing depre-

ciation of the dollar is to be expected. The reason for this is simple.

If borrowers expect to repay their debts with dollars that are woth less

than those borrowed, they are willing to pay high interest rates. If

lenders expect to be repaid in dollars of reduced purchasing power, they

will lend only at interest rates that are correspondingly high. Such
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behavior has been illustrated in the extremely high levels reached by

interest rates in countries undergoing inflation. Continued inflation,

even if not of extreme proportions, must tend to cause high interest

rates.
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£• "Have you any general suggestions for revision of the present
institutional arrangements in the field of money and banking,
which would facilitate the use of general credit controls for
economic stabilization?"

We are not convinced that our present institutional arrangements

are altogether satisfactory; nor do we believe that Federal Reserve

operations in the past have been entirely successful. Therefore, we will

welcome a comprehensive study of our financial institutions and practices

by a Congressional committee or by a monetary commission and will cooperate

in every possible way with such a group* Meanwhile, we do not wish to

propose suggestions for broad changes in institutional arrangements or

techniques of control in the area of money and banking*
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On behalf of the Board of Governors I wish to say again

that we are always glad to have an opportunity to appear here. We

welcome inquiry into what monetary and credit policy can do, and

cannot do, to aid in achieving the goal of sustained economic growth

and widespread prosperity.

The national economy continues to operate at the highest

levels in history. Gross national product reached the unprecedented

rate of $424 billion by the last quarter of 1956. National income

reached more than $352 billion, personal incomes more than $333

billion, and civilian employment about 65,000,000. These figures

mark new highs.

The year 1956 opened with the economy generally

operating at near capacity levels. A sharp rise in business expendi-

tures for new plant and equipment, combined with increased spending

by consumers and by State and local governments, more than offset

decreased spending for automobiles and new home construction, thus

imposing further heavy demands upon productive resources. Wage

rates as well as prices for goods and services moved upward. The

year ended as it began, with the economic climate dominated by

inflationary pressures.
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In this environment of intensive utilization of national

resources, the aim of monetary policy has been to restrain

inflationary tendencies, while providing at the same time for orderly

economic growth. Over the year, the Federal Reserve System sought

to prevent too rapid expansion of bank credit and the money supply by

restricting the availability of bank reserves. To have permitted more

rapid expansion of bank credit and the money supply would have

intensified inflationary pressures already present in the economy,

It would not have produced more goods. Rather, it would have increased

prices further. Without relative stability of the currency, continued

high utilization of resources would have been in jeopardy.

Commercial bank loans and investments in the aggregate

rose only moderately during 1956, Banks expanded their loans sub-

stantially but to a large extent they obtained the necessary funds by

reducing their investments in Government securities. As a result,

while there was little further growth in the supply of money, there was

a more active use of existing money, as indicated by an 8 per cent rise

in demand deposit turnover.

The great bulk of all loanable funds is provided by savings

of businesses and individuals. Although the volume of savings was

somewhat higher in 1956 than in 1955, the growth was not enough to

keep pace with the rapidly increasing demands. Interest rates on

borrowed funds rose sharply over the year, particularly on long-term

borrowing.
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Interest rate changes, as well as other price move-

ments, reflect supply-demand relationships. Rising rates, like

rises in other prices, indicate that demand is exceeding supply.

They discourage some borrowing on the one hand and encourage

increased saving on the other. Thus they perform the vital function

of balancing supply and demand. Current interest rates are a signal

that the economy is straining its resources by trying to accomplish

more at one time than resources permit.

Economic realities cannot be eliminated or circum-

vented by government fiat. Even the Congress with its enormous

powers to redirect the available resources of the country must operate

within the aggregate of resources available. In other words, under

conditions of heavy utilization of resources generally, an increase in

the resources made available to any one sector of the community

would have to be taken from other sectors either by taxation, or by

some form of direct rationing, or by the processes of the market.

They cannot be made available by attempts to ease credit. That is the

road to inflation. In 1956, fully half of the increase in gross national

product represented a mark-up in prices. Had commercial banks been

enabled to generate sufficient new money to satisfy all the demands for

funds that were pressing on the market, the result perhaps would have

been a smaller rise in interest rates, but at the expense of a sharper

rise in prices of goods and services.
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In the final analysis, investment must be financed out

of saving from current income. This economic principle cannot be

vitiated by any form of monetary manipulation. H Under our institutions

there is no practicable way of balancing savings and investment without

flexible interest rates.

Monetary policy must be administered with regard to

changing situations in the financial markets. During 1956, within its

general policy of restraint, System operations met seasonal changes

in the reserve needs of member banks and also cushioned disturbing

movements in financial markets, including those arising from necessary

Treasury financing. From time to time, during the course of the year,

the degree of restraint was adjusted to variations in the financial

climate and in business activity.

Notwithstanding the combined influence of restraint on

credit expansion and the realization of a substantial cash surplus in

the Federal budget, prices of goods and services moved upward in

1956, Increases of 4-1/2 per cent in wholesale prices and 3 per cent

in the consumer price index are indicative of the vigor of demands.

Such increases cannot be accepted complacently.

In a growing, competitive economy such as ours, pro-

duction and prices for individual commodities fluctuate over a con-

siderable range in response to changes in supply and demand without

creating serious over-all instability. These adjustments are necessary
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to economic progress. They are part of the process of developing and

maintaining high level employment, economic growth, free markets,

and over-all stability in the price level, Even though many components

may be unstable, the total economy can still experience an upward

trend in production and employment with a horizontal trend in average

prices.

In recent years, large shifts in the flow of funds through

the economy have originated in such important areas as the Federal

budget, agriculture, business investment, consumer outlays for

durable goods and housing, and State and local governments. Declines

in some sectors have released resources that have made possible

increases in others. Such rolling adjustments not only are inescapable

in a dynamic and unregimented economy, but the ability to adjust to

changes with resiliency and flexibility, and with a minimum of govern-

ment interference, is one of the great virtues of a private enterprise

system.

We know from experience, however, that the pathway of

economic growth cannot be free of turns and dips. Experience tells

us that important shifts in demands in major economic sectors can be

so powerful as to have an excessively stimulative or depressive impact

on the whole economy. Where the effects of such shifts become cumu-

lative, they can develop into serious booms and depressions.

Monetary and credit measures, by being adapted promptly to shifts in
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total demand relative to the supply of available resources, play an

essential role in moderating these cumulative forces and in promoting

orderly growth and financial stability.

Considerable attention has been focused of late on the

impact of monetary and credit policy on various sectors of the

economy. Higher interest rates as a mechanism for allocating the

available supply of funds among different credit seekers have been

sharply criticized. It is frequently contended that monetary policy is

depriving communities of such vital needs as schools, housing, and

roads. Similarly, small business is said to be injured.

These are debatable matters to say the least. School and

road construction, home building, and small business activity are

actually at high levels. In some of these sectors, many borrowers

have been prevented from competing in the market for savings by

statutory or regulatory limitations on the maximum interest rates they

are allowed to pay. As a result, borrowers thus affected have borne a

disproportionate brunt of general credit restraint. The cause of this

disproportion, however, lies in the interest rate limitations that have

kept some borrowers out of the market and not in the effort to restrain

inflation. All of these sectors would suffer infinitely more from further

inflationary bites out of the purchasing power of the dollar than they

would from temporarily foregoing some of their borrowing—however

worthy the purpose--if their plans and programs cannot be financed out

of saving or, in the case of schools and roads, for example, out of taxes.
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It is important to recognize that the problem, of monetary

stability is to keep the use of credit in line with resources available
of goods

for production/and services. To accomplish this, some demands must

temporarily go unsatisfied. Naturally, these deferments are of great

concern to all of us, but unlimited supplies of easy money would only

complicate and worsen the situation.

It has been suggested that the Government should take

action to enable certain meritorious programs to move forward

relatively unhampered by the effects of monetary restraint. These

proposals present very difficult questions of public policy, which can

be decided only by the Congress. Programs designed to make funds

more readily available to some users should be accompanied by action

reducing still further their availability to others, for example, in

some cases, by increased taxation. Otherwise, the effect will be to

intensify inflationary pressures and imperil price and monetary

stability.

The problem is not insoluble. The correction of economic

imbalances takes times, but corrective forces have been and still are

operating. Our nation unquestionably has the resources to provide for

a continuously rising level of physical well-being, educational attain-

ment, and cultural development. Our resources are steadily growing

and so is our ability to use them intelligently. What cannot be

accomplished today may become readily attainable in the not too distant

future.
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February 13, 1957.

Mr. Frazar B. Wilde,
President,
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company,
Hartford 15, Connecticut.

Dear Mr. Wilde:

As Mr. Martin is out of the office until

sometime next week, I wanted to acknowledge receipt

of your letter to him of February 11. I know that

Mr. Martin will be pleased to have the copy of

your statement before the Joint Economic

Committee.

(Miss) Margaret Muehlhaus,
Secretary to Mr. Martin.
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FRAZAR B. WILDE
PRESIDENT

ONNECTICUT GENERAL

1865

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
HARTFORD 15. CONNECTICUT

February 11, 1957

Mr. William McC. Martin
Chairman, Board of Governors
Federal Reserve Board
Washington, D. C.

Dear Bill:

You have more to read than you can cover, I am sure,
Nevertheless, I want to impose upon you my remarks
before the Joint Economic Committee.

I attach a copy of my statement and particularly hope
you will take a few minutes to glance at page 10.

Kind personal regards

Sincerely yours,

iTAXfcAOkA

FBW: JAC
Att.
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FOR RELEA( 10 A.M., Wednesday,
February 6, 1957

COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Statement by Frazar B. Wilde

i/
Chairman; Research and Policy Committee

Committee for Economic Development
and

President, Connecticut General Life Insurance Company
tefere

the
Joint Economic Committee, U.S. Congress

February 6, 1957

I appreciate the invitation of the Joint Economic Committee to appear here

today to discuss the Economic Report of the President. Although I am Chairman of the

Research and Policy Committee of the Committee for Economic Development, the views

expressed here are my own and have not been formally cleared with the Research and

Policy Committee of the CED.

Our country is struggling on three fronts today. The first is the struggle

against the world-wide advance of Communism. The second is the problem of maintaining

high employment and a steady advance in our real standard of living. The third is the

struggle to resist a steady deterioration in the buying power of money. These problems

are all interrelated. The very real inflationary danger, for example, clearly arises

out of the costs of carrying on the fight against Communism, while at the same time

trying to meet high private investment and consumption demands.

The Economic Report of the President, although properly concerned with infla-

tion, seems to be somewhat inconsistent in dealing with it. Assuming a strong year in

1957; "the inflationary forces, which appear to be growing, deserve more concerted atten-

tion. What happens to us in 1957 will, in part, determine what happens in future years.

Fiscal policy, monetary policy and legislation in the Congress are doubly important this

year in the light of this situation.

I/The Committee for Economic Development is a private, non-political organization of
businessmen formed to study and report on the problems of achieving and maintaining a
high level of employment and production within a free economy. Its Research and Policy
Committee issues from time to time statements on national policy containing recommenda-
tions for action which, in the Committee's judgment, will contribute to maintaining pro-
ductive employment and a rising standard of living.Digitized for FRASER 
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Anyone who looks at the American eccncmy, either through the Economic Eeport

of the President or directly, cannot fail to be impressed with two facts:

1. The American economy has made a tremendous record
of growth in output and employment in recent years.

2. Despite the high levels of production achieved,, the
American people are trying to get more out of the
economy than it is capable of producing at the present
time. This is natural and good in one way, but also
dangerous.

We have every reason to be proud and pleased with the productive achievements

of the American economy. But, it is the less satisfactory aspect of our present

situation that I want to discuss briefly now.

The effort to get more out of the American economy than it can produce in

the short run is not confined to any particular group, and there is no value in allo-

cating blame for this situation. All of us as consumers, businessmen, investors, wage

earners and citizens share in the responsibility.

This effort to extract too much from our economic system in too short a time

shows itself in three principal ways:

1. A demand for rapidly increasing government expenditures,
especially Federal expenditures, to provide more services
and benefits for the population.

2. A demand for more capital and credit than the economy
will supply through its savings.

3. A demand for wage and salary rate increases exceeding
the rate of growth of productivity.

It is quite clear that the ultimate consequence of these claims upon the eco-

nomic system, if they are not restrained or offset, may be serious inflation. We have,

in fact, had some inflation in the past year. This inflation may be roughly measured

by the increase of between 2 and 3 per cent of the consumers price index. Although

this is generally characterized as a small or moderate inflation, it may not remain

so. I do not know whether inflation will continue this year, but even if it does not,

we could not conclude that we had licked inflation as a long-run threat to the American
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ectnomy. Similar recurring inflations, even at intervals of three or four years, would

add up to a pronounced debasement of the dollar over the next two decades.

The rise in consumer prices does not fully reflect the inflationary pressures

that may "be building up. During the past year and a half, costs of construction, and of

capital equipment have risen sharply. In December, 1956, "the Engineering News-Beeord

index of construction costs was 7 percent higher than in June, 1955- During the same

period, prices of producer equipment rose 13 percent. These sharp increases in capital

costs will be reflected in the future in higher costs of producing consumers1 goods and

providing government services.

There has been a great deal of discussion about inflation in recent months --

a discussion heightened by the President's concern with the problem as expressed in

several recent messages. Despite this discussion, the significance of inflation and the

absolute necessity for stopping it and preventing it in the future are not yet fully

appreciated by the American people. Perhaps this is because the viewpoints of so many of

of us about economic problems were formed during the G-reat Depression, when the cardinal

evil was unemployment, in comparison to which the insidious and creeping danger of infla-

tion seems small. Perhaps it is because the recent rate of inflation is so much smaller

than the rate of inflation we experienced in the immediate post-war years.

Appreciation of the full significance and danger of inflation requires a long

look. A 2 percent or 3 percent inflation in one year is a rate, which if continued on

the average, would double the level of prices in between 23 and 35 years. This would be

in addition to the doubling in the level of consumer prices which has taken place in the

last 17 years.

We are justified in looking at the problem in this way because we are now face

to face with the danger of a long-term persistent trend to inflation. We are experienc-

ing inflation in a period of what we must regard as normal, high-level economic activity.

We cannot count on the world situation, insofar as that influences our inflationary prob-

lem, radically changing its character in the near future. Nor can we say that we expect

or want to eliminate the inflation problem by retreating to a lower level of employment and
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economic activity.

Clearly another doubling of prices in less than a generation would work serious

hardship upon large groups of our population. Those whose incomes are largely fixed in

dollar amounts, such as pensioners -- and the older-age group is growing -- and those

whose incomes fail to rise as rapidly as prices, all lose from inflation. Those who

own fixed dollar assets -- the insurance policy-holders, the shareholders in savings

and loan associations, the holders of savings accounts in our banks, the owners of E-

"bonds -- find their assets no longer buy what they did before inflation.

Just as important as the unfairness of the effects of inflation upon the dis-

tribution of the national income are its adverse effects upon the total size of the

real national income. Inflation is a severe tax upon savings in the form in which most

of the population must, in fact, save. And a large flow of savings is the indispensable

condition for the rapid growth of productive employment and real national output.

There is another fact that we should bear in mind when we look at what seems a

small or moderate rate of inflation. There is no assurance that a small rate if infla-

tion, once tolerated and accepted by public policy and private thinking, will remain

small. On the contrary, there is every reason to believe that under such conditions the

rate of inflation would accelerate. There may have been times in the past when slow infla-

tion could go on for a long period unobserved by the population at large. This is no

longer true in the United States. The sight of a continuous even though slow trend of

inflation will set in motion efforts on the part of all groups of the economy to protect

themselves against it -- to make wage rates rise faster and to adjust all kinds of con-

tracts to the estimated future higher level of prices. The consequence of this effort

of each to protect himself against the anticipated rates of inflation can only be a still

greater rate of inflation.

We must conclude that inflation is an intolerable, unacceptable and unsustain-

able way of life and will ultimately lead to full unemployment.

Perhaps one must apologize in this sophisticated age for taking a strong position

against sin-- and inflation is an economic sin. But we have not, I fear, become so
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intensely aware of the evils of inflation that we can assume that the necessary measures

— many of which are hard measures -- will be taken to prevent it. So I would say that

we cannot emphasize too strongly that the first principle of economic policy today must

"be to prevent inflation.

Of course we must do more than that. We not only want to restrain inflation;

we want to restrain inflation "by the "best means -- by the means that are most nearly

fair, most consistent with freedom and most conducive to a rapid rate of economic growth.

It is in these terms that I should like "briefly to discuss each of the three problems

mentioned earlier -- the problem of government spending; the problem of credit policy

and the problem of wage and salary rates and price determination.

The Federal Budget

The President's Budget Message shows an increase of a little more than 10

billion dollars in Federal cash expenditures between fiscal year 1956 and fiscal year

1958. It is necessary to look at the cash budget for this purpose because it is only in

the cash budget that one can see the influence of some of the most dynamic factors in

the Federal expenditure picture — such as the outlays for highways, the secondary mort-

gage operations of FNMA. and the increase of Social Security Trust fund benefits.

It might be said that the inflationary effects of this large increase in

Federal spending had been contained or offset because the cash budget has been kept in

balance. In fact the cash budget shows a surplus of about 3 billion dollars for the

fiscal year 1957-58. However, even in these overall terms we have not entirely offset

the inflationary effects of rising Federal expenditure. The estimated cash surplus will

have declined from about 4 1/2 billion dollars in fiscal 1956 to about 3 billion dollars

in fiscal 1958. Moreover, the 1958 estimate is probably on the high side. It assumes,

for example, that we will get about 600 million dollars of additional receipts from a

postal rate increase. In the light of past experience, this assumption cannot be regarded

as firm. In addition, some part of the 1958 surplus is the result of the inflation itself

and its consequent effects on levels of income, profits and sales. So it is fair to say
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that we have not been entirely offsetting the effects of rising expenditures upon infla-

tion.

More important, to the extent that we have offset the inflationary effects of

rising government expenditures, we have only done so "by retaining a level and structure

of tax rates that are highly unfair and highly dangerous to the continued growth of the

economy. We did get some tax reduction and reform in 195̂ , but generally since then we

have kept the "budget in balance by deferring achievement of" the general tax reduction

and reform that was expected to occur when the peak of Korean War defense expenditures

had been passed, and as the growth of the economy yielded higher tax revenues.

The reason why we have failed, in a period of economic progress, to reach a

point where tax reduction and tax reform can be considered is readily apparent. Because

we very properly believe in a balanced budget in prosperous years, we have been and are

today unable to adopt significant tax reduction programs, because we have no important

surpluses and do not anticipate any now. The lack of important surpluses is due to the

fact that while revenue rises in each year by substantial amounts, we parallel the

growth in revenue by an increase in expenditures of equal or larger amount. This is the

old family phenomenon where a rising income is disbursed in increased spending with no

increase -- in this case a decrease -- in family savings. This can prove dangerous, if

government continues to adopt this practice.

We cannot look forward with equanimity to continued existence of the present

structure of tax rates. In the first place the system is basically unfair. Congress

has erected a schedule of very steeply rising individual income tax rates. It has then

built up a long, detailed and complicated list of circumstances in which particular

classes of incomes or particular classes of transactions would not be subjected to those

rates. It has done this because it has been possible in a great many cases to show that

the literal and universal application of these rates would have results that Congress did

not really desire — results that would either be patently unfair or dangerous for cer-

tain kinds of economic activity that are valuable to the country. But every time one

class.of exceptions is created another class of exceptions is brought close to the border-
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line where it becomes arbitrary to say that it should be subject to tax. Pressure then

arises, with considerable logical foundation, for bringing the new borderline cases with-

in the area of the non-taxed, As this goes on the tax base becomes more and more eroded,

and those who do not get the advantages of the special provisions come to feel more and

more discriminated against.

We are embarked on a progressive process of deterioration of the tax system

and weakening of taxpayer morale which is already far advanced, and which if long con-

tinued will undermine the essentials of a tax system that will pay for the necessary

expenditures of government. This is the inevitable consequence of the schedule of tax

rates Congress and the community apparently approve in the abstract, but do not really

mean to apply to particular situations when they look at them closely. In my judgment

the only way out of this situation is to get back to a much more moderate schedule of

tax rates, a schedule which we are willing to apply with a fair degree of generality.

A somewhat similar problem exists in the schedule of excise tax rates, where

there is no good or logical reason for distinguishing between the items subject to tax

and those not subject to tax.

In addition to being basically unfair, the present tax system contains within

itself potentially highly dangerous threats to the future growth of our economy. A

large part of the tax collected comes from incomes that would normally be saved and inves-

ted in productive ventures, The structure of the system provides a strong incentive for

financing all kinds of business by incurring debt rather than issuing equity securities.

The system greatly increases the difficulty of obtaining funds for new and growing enter-

prises that need outside money because they cannot rely heavily on an adequate flow of

income after tax for expansion. In addition it diverts a great deal of the attention of

a great many imaginative people from productive work to the search for ways to minimize

tax liability.

It is fashionable to say that, in view of the rapid growth of the American econ-

omy since the end of the war, the present tax system cannot be regarded as inconsistent

with economic growth. This seems a shortsighted view. First, there are no advantages in
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the present tax system which justify us in courting the very real risk that, in the long

run it will seriously impair our future rate of growth. Second, while we may "be pleased

with the growth rates of recent years, we have not achieved as rapid a rate of growth

as our economy could achieve or, indeed, as may be necessary for our survival in view

of the reported rapid growth rates in the U.S.S.R.

There are, in this situation, two possible courses of action. First, we can

try to reduce expenditures, or at least hold down their rate of growth, so that rising

levels of revenue will permit a general tax reduction within the confines of which "basic

reform of the tax system could "be accomplished. Second, and more difficult, but necess-

ary if we cannot hold expenditures down, we must seek to reform our tax system by al-

tering its structure without substantially reducing the revenue.

Suggestions to hold down Federal Expenditures always run into the question,

"Where will you cut?" I recognize that this is a difficult question. CED is only be-

ginning its careful analysis of the 1958 budget, and I am not now in a position to offer

specific suggestions for reducing the 1958 budget. However, I am impressed by the tend-

ency for expenditures to rise automatically by amounts sufficient to absorb all the addi-

tional revenue that results not only from economic growth, but also from inflation.

I believe that, if the additional revenues had not been so easily forthcoming --

had, for example, to be secured by raising tax rates -- ways would have been found to re-

strain expenditures without impairing national security or other vital national objec-

tives. Also, if proper weight had been given to the importance of tax reduction the same

result would have followed.

A first look at the Budget impels me to ask a number of questions. Are we now

committed to an annual expenditure of $5 billion for aids to agriculture, and, if so,

why? Why are we now planning to have FNMV buy $1.7 billion of mortgages in the two fiscal

years, 1957 an(i 1958? Have plans for making FNMA a private, mutual enterprise been aban-

doned? What has happened to the theory that as social insurance benefits increase public

assistance expenditures by the Federal government will decline? Between fiscal 19̂ -8 and

fiscal 1958 social security benefits will have risen from $500 million to $7.2 billion,
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but -public assistance expenditures will have more than doubled, from $0.7 billion to $1.7

billion.

What has happened also to the general consensus in this country that the States

and local governments should assume greater responsibility for financing and administer-

ing programs involving local matters? The present Budget indicates that Federal aid to

the States will have tripled between fiscal years 1948 and 1958, from $1.7 billion to $5.5

billion. On top of this, the Budget also projects a 4-year program of grants and loans

to the States amounting to $2 billion for the construction of schools. I do not want

to give the impression that a school program is not needed. On the contrary, there is

clear evidence of a shortage of classrooms and teachers. But, some method must be found

to arrest the growth of Federal aid programs if we are to succeed in bringing down the high

Federal tax rates. Should not the states and localities be capable of helping toward this

end by their own school construction financing? The very existence of the high Federal

tax rates tendsf however, to perpetuate high federal spending, for high federal taxes make

it harder for States and localities to raise funds to finance their own essential services.

The Federal govenment is now planning a substantial increase in public works

construction in the face of the heavy demands for materials and labor in this industry

by the private sector of the economy. The Budget indicates that total expenditures for

Federal public works are estimated to increase from $4.1 billion in fiscal year 1956 to

$6.3 billion in 1958* Under present circumstances, it is essential to postpone to future

years all but the most vital of projects. The alternative is further increase in con-

struction costs which will reduce what the government, private individuals and businesses

get for their dollars.

The largest part of the present budget on the disbursement side is for national

security. The justification for this rests basically on the uncertain condition of the

world and particularly the threat of Communism. There is no way in which the figures repre-

senting national defense items can be analyzed competently by an outsider. Even those who

are entitled to full information, such as the Armed Services Committees of the Congress, and

the civilian and military leaders in the Pentagon would be unable to prove conclusively that
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the estimates used are the right ones. Military budgets develop largely out of certain

assumptions as to the strategy and tactics required to defend the country. These assump-

tions are always debatable and exceptionally difficult to make today because we are in a

period of rapid evolution.

If the present level of national security expenditures must be accepted as the

best judgment that can be applied, one is confronted with a question which we have not

been willing to face. The question is: if we must devote such a high proportion of our

budget to defense, with the possibility, if not the probability of enlarging it, is it

wise and feasible to increase our non-defense expenditures in the short run so far and so

fast?

I realize that, with commitments already made, it is going to be difficult to do

much about 1958 expenditures. But we should be taking steps now to bring future expendi-

tures under better control. CED has made a number of recommendations for improving budget-

ary procedures, in the Administration and in the Congress, which are more urgently needed

now than when they were first offered two years ago.

What if we cannot or do not make room for a general tax reduction? Then we

should definitely consider something that has never been done in the history of Federal

Government -- a major tax revision and reform without substantial tax reduction. The fol-

lowing possibility, which has not had prior or present endorsement by the Committee for

Economic Development, deserves serious consideration:

1. Eeduce the personal income tax across the board by some worthwhile amount.

2. Eliminate the present selective excise taxes except those on alcoholic

beverages and tobacco, and the highway taxes.

3. Recoup the revenue lost by eliminating some of the many kinds of exclusions

and deductions that now reduce income subject to tax and, to the extent necessary, by im-

posing a general consumption tax. It is to be hoped that some overall expenditure reduction

would be available in order to assure that the rate of the general consumption tax would be

kept as low as possible*
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Seduction and revision of the personal income tax would do much to restore morale

in the country in respect to taxes. It might and probably would increase somewhat the

amount of money that was saved and invested. Some of these changes might, in part, reduce

slightly consumer spending. In any event, consideration of this line of tax reform would

bring squarely before the country the opportunity to debate in the Congress both the in-

equity of the present personal income tax structure and the magnitude of our fiscal prob-

lems. Certainly we cannot drift along with the present tax system which no one likes but

which only survives in the absence of a national consensus on how to change it.

Money and Credit Policy

In the last year the demand for credit of all kinds -- from businesses, home buy-

ers and state and local governments -- has outrun the supply of funds available from cur-

rent savings. As a result, credit has become more expensive and harder*:to get. The Federal

Eeserve has not generally supplied the increased reserves on which banks could expand

credit beyond the amounts that individuals and businesses were willing to save. By follow-

ing this policy the Federal Eeserve prevented the inflation of 1956 from being much worse

than it actually was.

While the Federal Eeserve was following correct policy, it began to appear as

1956 wore on that the policy did not have the public support and understanding that it

deserved and required. It is this fact, more than anything else, that now calls for the

establishment of a new National Monetary Commission. We cannot expect a public body like

the Federal Eeserve to continue to adhere to an anti-inflationary policy if the public

actively resents the discipline such a policy imposes.

The Subcommittee of the Joint Economic Committee chaired by Senator Douglas and

Congressman Patman did valuable work in raising public understanding of our national finan-

cial problems. But it is quite clear that the task of study and education in this field

is not finished.

The main complaint about monetary policy in the past year has not been that it was

too tight in general but that it "discriminated" against certain classes of borrowers--es-

pecially homebuilders, small businesses and school districts. Of course it is true that the
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effect of credit shortage will "be felt most seriously by those lines of activity that are

most dependent upon borrowed funds. Whether this by itself deserves to be called discrimi-

nation seems to me questionable. However the validity of these complaints should be the

subject of careful study, and further comment here is limited to a few brief observations.

1. The problem of tight money is only likely to arise when the economy is oper-

ating near capacity. In such conditions,, promoting certain kinds of investment, like hous-

ing, necessarily results in less of something else, like factories, or office buildings .or

even automobiles. In a fully employed economy, we do not get something for nothing.

2. Fixing maximum interest rates for specified purposes does not make money for

those purposes cheaply available. It may make money entirely unavailable. We have had an

instructive lesson on this point in the mortgage field,

3. We should avoid like the plague any commitment of the Federal Eeserve to sup-

port the price of any asset. One of the most worrisome aspects of current proposals for

influencing interest rates is the superficially logical progression from pegging mortgages

at h-% to pegging school bonds at 3 1/2% to pegging federal securities at 3$. Once we reach

this point the inflationary fat is in the fire for sure. On this point, also, we have had

sad experience.

4. Whatever discriminations or other difficulties may be found in the operation

of a tight money policy they are small compared to the evils of inflation. We cannot accept

inflation, and inflationary policy, as the preferred alternative to monetary restriction.

5. With the possible exception of the labor market, no other market is more im-

portant to a free economy than the capital market. If the government determines who gets

capital and on what terms, the government controls the birth and growth of all businesses.

Only the most compelling evidence of necessity should lead the government to intervene in

this market with selective controls or preferences.

The Wage -Price Problem

The President's Economic Eeport, and other recent messages, call attention to the

basic dilemma of stabilization policy. Suppose that as our economy is now organized high
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employment and general price stability are incompatible. This would mean that when employ-

ment is at a satisfactorily high level, wage rates tend to rise faster than productivity,

on the average, and prices on the average also tend to rise, whether because of the higher

wage rates or for some other reason. Then a monetary and fiscal policy to prevent infla-

tion would succeed only if it brought about excessive unemployment. And a policy to main-

tain high employment would inevitably lead to inflation.

This is a problem with which CED has been concerned for some time and which one

of our Subcommittees is now studying. It is not entirely clear whether the situation I

have just described as a hypothesis actually exists in the United States. We know that

some wage rates are pushed up faster than productivity, and some prices are raised in

periods of high employment. There have been some periods when this seemed to be a general

occurrence. But we do not know whether this tends to happen on the average and most of the

time if the demand for goods and services is not excessive. We know that there are strong

forces tending to make prices and wages rise. But there are also strong forces tending to

hold them down. Even in conditions of generally high employment and business activity,

workers and management in particular firms and industries must reckon with the danger of

pricing themselves out of their markets. If labor unions and business really had the power,

singly or together, to raise prices and wages without limitation by the market, we could not

explain why prices are not much higher than they are.

In the present state of our knowledge, or lack of knowledge, it would be unwise

to base monetary and fiscal policy on the assumption that high employment and general price

stability are incompatible. For one thing, this would be too easy an excuse for failure to

pursue the most anti-inflationary policy that is consistent with high employment.

Moreover, the surest way to develop the problem would be to act as if it already

exists. If we stand ready to inflate the economy to take care of any tendency of wages and

prices to rise, wages and prices will certainly behave in the way we fear.

At the same time we must take seriously the possibility that the dilemma does cjcist

new or may arise in the future. We must consider, not how we will choose between high employ-

ment and a stable dollar, but how we will make the two compatible.
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In addition to monetary and fiscal restraints, there are three general approaches

to this problem; direct controls of wages and prices, self-restraint "by labor and "business,

and competition. I assume that we can rule out direct controls. We do not want to solve

other problems by giving up freedom. We have every right to expect responsible behavior

from labor unions and businesses. But in a matter of such fundamental gravity, we cannot

rely exclusively on that. Responsible behavior, while clear enough on the average, is

terribly difficult to define in particular cases . If our economy as now organized tends

to generate inflation under conditions of high employment, we shall need the most search-

ing reappraisal of our economic organization. We shall have to do everything we can to

strengthen the forces of competition in our system that tend to hold prices down.

I hope that before long CED will be issuing a policy statement on the problem of

long-run inflation. The problem is one of great difficulty and importance , and must "be

approached seriously and without premature resignation.
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February 18, 1957.

Dear Al:

Dm any re tarn to the office today I
received a copy of your statement before the
Joist Economic Committee and appreciate
very much your forwarding it.

I am glad you thought mine was appro*
priate and undersumd you have already
received a copy.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

W». McC. Martin, Jr.

Mr. Alfred C. Heal,
President,
Committee for Economic Development,
444 Madison Avenue,
New tork. Mew York,
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February 8, 1957.

Mr. Alfred C. Neal,
President,
Committee for Economic Development,
444 Madison Avenue,
New York, New Tork.

Dear Mr. Neal:

In Mr. Martin's absence from the office,
I am acknowledging receipt of your note to him of
February 6.

Mr. Martin will return to the office on
February IS and I know he will be glad to have the
copy of your statement before the Joint Economic
Committee. I am enclosing a copy of Mr. Martin's
statement, as you requested.

Sincerely yours,

(Miss) Margaret Muehlhaus,
Secretary to Mr. Martin.
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FOR RELEASE: 10 A.M., Friday, Feb. 1, 1957

COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Statement by Alfred C. Neal, President

Committee for Economic Development

before

Joint Economic Committee of the Congress

February 1A 1957

on

Fiscal and Monetary Policy for 1957

I am Alfred C. Neal, president of the Committee for Economic Development.

I am appearing here in a personal capacity at your invitation and not as a spokesman

for CED.

The text citation for my remarks appears on page three of the Economic

Report of the President:

The full burden of avoiding price inflation, which is an
ever present hazard in an expanding economy operating
close to capacity, cannot be successfully carried by
fiscal and monetary restraints alone. To place this
burden on them would invite the risk of producing
effects on the structure and functioning of our
economy which might, in the years ahead, impair the
vitality of competitive enterprise.

This statement and the paragraph preceding it, which calls for business

and labor to follow wage and price policies consistent with price stability, raise

some real questions about who has the job of controlling inflation.

Control of inflation can never be primarily the job of private business or

of private labor. Inflation cannot be controlled without controlling the money

supply, and in a modern economy, government has that job.

17The Committee for Economic Development is a private, non-political organization
of businessmen formed to study and report on the problems of achieving and main-
taining a high level of employment and production within a free economy. Its
Research and Policy Committee issues from time to time statements on national policy
containing recommendations for action which, in the Committee's judgment, will
contribute to maintaining productive employment and a rising standard of living.
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So, if we have inflation, let's not get confused about how it happened;

it will happen because governmental authority was not used to turn off the money

spigot or to reverse the money pump.

Ihere is a sense in which the statement quoted is true: failure of labor,

business and the public generally to support the measures needed to control

inflation could result in capitulation by the monetary authorities. I hope that

the business and labor organizations which appear in this series of panel dis-

cussions make clear their support of anti-inflationary measures. Then the monetary

and fiscal authorities can take courage and put their backs into their jobs. They

need support in their efforts, not alibis if they fail.

If fiscal and monetary policies provide sufficient restraint, labor and

business will find it easier to settle for non-inflationary wage increases. The

key question is: Will labor support and take the consequences of monetary policies

sufficiently restrictive to prevent further inflation?

The price increases from mid-1955 cited in the Report (page thirty-two)

look inflationary to me — producer equipment up 13$; construction materials up 1%}

industrial prices up Q%; consumer durables up 6$; consumer non-durables up 3$»

real danger of failure to control inflation, however, lies ahead of us.

Many influential and economically sophisticated people believe that

long-run inflation is in store for the United States. They argue: build or buy

now, because delay will cost you more. They argue against saving and for going

into debt, because savings will be worth less and debt will be easier to repay

later. If these views have had much influence on us in the last two years and if

the 1957 level of business is predicated upon them to any extent, we will be in

for trouble.

Fortunately, these views still do not dominate, and I think stability

at a high level of business can still be preserved in 1957*
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Fiscal policy for next year, as evidenced in the Budget, barely meets the

requirements of anti-inflationary fiscal policy. Federal cash payments to the

public in fiscal '58 will be $83 billion, up almost $5 billion from '57« The

excess of cash receipts, $3 billion, provides a very small margin for debt reduction

which inflationary conditions call for. This is considerably less than the nearly

$l*.5 billion achieved in 1956, during which inflation made headway.

Monetary policy cannot be restrictive in the face of a cash deficit, and

it could be more restrictive if the cash surplus were larger. The events of

November 1955 and at other times have taught us that the Federal Reserve cannot

remain impassively restrictive when the Treasury must go to market with large

issues of new securities.

What if 1957 turns out to be a bad business year? Should fiscal or

monetary policy lead the way toward fighting recession? The speed with which

monetary policy can turn around clearly gives it the first blow at a recession.

Fiscal policy will automatically contribute its assistance to the fight as

government revenues fall off. It does not now appear likely that any further

measures would be needed to deal with any possible down-turn of business in 1957 >

particularly in view of the strength presently being shown.

Now a final word about the second sentence in that quotation, which

implies that a truly effective anti-inflationary policy might impair our enterprise

system. I don't believe it.

Does it mean that the damage to the enterprise system that would be

inflicted by inflation is less than that which would result from restraint? If so,

I should like to see the evidence.

We need to know a good deal more about the influence of restraint on

various sectors of our economy. Who does what to whom and how?
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The Federal Reserve is surprisingly ignorant on such matters; it needs to

do more research in this field, if only to test the validity of the statement

quoted.

Better still, this whole question of the effects upon the structure of

our economy brought about by anti-inflationary restraints is another which should

be explored by the proposed National Monetary Commission.

The need for such a Commission was pointed out by the Committee for

Economic Development as long ago as 19̂ 8. The need discerned then is urgent now.

The range of ignorance about the effects of monetary policy is so wide that

nothing short of such a commission is likely to dispel it.
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February 18, 1957.

Dear Jack:

On my return to the office today I received

your nice note with respect to nay testimony

before the Joint Economic Committee. I am

glad you thought it was appropriate and appre-

ciate your taking tme trouble to write.

I will hope to see you before too long.

Witti all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Win. McC. Martin, Jr.

Mr. Jolm E. Bierwlrtb,
President,
Hatiotiel Distiller* Products Corporation,
99 Park Avenue,
Hew York 14, Hew York.
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NATIONAL DISTIIXERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION
99 PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK 16, N. Y

JOHN E. BIERWIRTH
PRESIDENT

February 3, 1957

The Honorable William McC. Martin,Chairman,
Board of Governors,
Federal Reserve System,
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Bill,

Having just read your statement before the Joint
Economic Committee, I wanted to drop you a note
and tell you I thought it was extremely well done
It was clear, concise, and I think much the best
analysis of our present credit situation that I
have read in some time. I am sure it must have
made a good impression, and am delighted that I
had a chance to look it over.

Hope to see you before too long, and with best
wishes,

Sincerely yours,

•
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Sincerely yours,

Wm. McC. Martin, Jr.

. Hell H. Jacoby,
Dean, Graduate School of Business Administration,
University of California,
Los Angeles 24, California.

On ray return to the office today from
a brief trip, I received your nice letter of
February 12 and appreciate very much your
taking the trouble to write.

It Is very encouraging to have you
in accord with the general position we have
been espousing and I will look forward to
reading Chapter in of your book as soon as
it is received.

I remember our association here
in Washington with a great deal of pleasure
and will hope to see you agate before too
long.
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COPY
University of California

February 12, 1957.
Graduate School of Business Administration

Los Angeles 24, California

Airmail

Mr. William McChesney Martin, Chairman
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
Federal Reserve Building,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Bill:

I have recently read your testimony of February 5 before the Joint
Economic Committee, and wish to compliment you upon an admirably firm
and forthright statement. Your position has been consistently correct.

The inflationists are now using two new arguments against a monetary
policy of restraint.

First, they say that a monetary policy sufficiently rigorous to prevent
inflation is intolerable because its impact is unduly severe upon small
businessmen, home builders, and state and local governments. You have
answered this argument effectively in your testimony.

Secondly, they say that, while a tight monetary policy is effective in
preventing inflation arising from the upward pull of demand on prices, it is
ineffective in preventing inflation emanating from the upward push of higher
wage costs on prices. Here, again, I believe they are essentially wrong.
If the Federal government and the Federal Reserve System take rigorous
actions to stabilize prices, and the public really understands that they will
not accommodate inflationary wage agreements with an inflationary fiscal
and monetary policy and supports them in this position, labor leaders and
businessmen will work out non-inflationary wage agreements between them-
selves. It is better to risk a little temporary unemployment than to risk
an erosion of the value of people's savings and a rise in their living costs.
The American people will be better off in the long run under this policy.

This latter point is developed in Chapter III of a short book I wrote
last year under the title Can Prosperity Be Sustained? I'm sending an
inscribed copy and hope you will find time to read this chapter.

With all good wishes, I am
Sincerely,

(Signed) Neil
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JERE COOPER, TENN., CHAIRMAN

WILBUR D. MILLS, ARK. DANIEL A. REED, N. Y.

NOBLE J. GREGORY, KY. THOMAS A. JENKINS, OHIO

AIME J. FORAND, R. I. RICHARD M. SIMPSON, PA. _ .,— , » * I I— i 1*1-" A *.!*•»
HERMAN P. EBERHARTER, PA. ROBERT W. KEAN, N. J. COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
CECIL R. KING, CALIF. NOAH M. MASON, ILL.

THOMAS J. O'BRIEN, ILL. HAL HOLMES, WASH.

HALE BOGGS, LA. JOHN W. BYRNES, W1S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
EUGENE J. KEOGH, N. Y. ANTONI N. SADLAK, CONN.
BURR P. HARRISON, VA. HOWARD H. BAKER, TENN.

FRANK M. KARSTEN, MO. THOMAS B. CURTIS, MO. WASHINGTON, D. C.

. RUSSELL E. TRAIN. MINORITY

FRANKIKARD.TEX. ADVISOR > » C * THOMAS A. MARTIN, ASSISTANT CLERK

JAMES W. RIDDELL, PROFESSIONAL STAFF

JOHN M. MARTIN, JR., PROFESSIONAL STAFF

FRANKIKARD.TEX. ADVISOR T?oHv> t t ft r»1T 1 CN
THADDEUS M. MACHROWICZ, MICH. F " Ui U.CIJL Jf •*•«,)>

LEO H. IRWIN, CLERK

I have Introduced H. H. 4734 at the request of the
Administration. *Ihis bill would amend the Second Liberty
Bond Act to authorise a change in the maximum interest rate
permitted on United States savings bonds. Hie Honorable
Daniel A. Reed, the ranking minority Member of the Committee
on Ways and Means, has introduced an identical bill,
H. R. 4735.

Public hearings will be held on this legislation
beginning at 10:00 a.m. Thursday, February 21. Ifte lead-
off witnesses will be representatives from the Treasury
Department.

I would sincerely appreciate it if you could arrange
to appear and testify before the Committee, following the
testimony of representatives of the Treasury Department.
I am sure that the Members of our Committee will be partic-
ularly interested in whether or not an increase in the rate
of interest on savings bonds will have any effect on inter-
est rates in general.

For your information, I am attaching a copy of a press
release which I issued announcing the introduction of H. R.
4734 and public hearings thereon.

Very cordially yours.

The Honorable
William McC. Martin, Jr.

Chairman of the Board of Governors
Federal Reserve System
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Note:

Miss Donovan, Ways and Means Committee

of the House, phoned Miss Muehlhaus at

3:30 on Thursday, February 21, saying

that the committee would sit around a

table in the main committee hearing room

on Monday, February 25, at 10:30 and

would like a representative of the Board

--one who could answer questions on H.R.

4734 (interest rate on savings bonds)--

present.

Mr. Thomas to go - Mr. Cherry will

accompany him.

mnm
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STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN MARTIN OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

ON BILLS TO 'INCREASE TEE MAXIMUM INTEREST RATE PERMUTED
ON UNITED STATES SAVINGS BONDS, BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS

AND MEMS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
FEBRUARY 21, 1957

The importance of the proposal before you lies in the con-

tribution It can make to the maintenance of the economic health and

progress of the country. Savings currently are inadequate to meet

the demands for funds sought "by most sectors of the economy. All of

these demands could only be met at present by creation of new supplies

of money through the banking system. That is the high road to inflation.

To the extent that United States savings bonds are made more attractive

to investors, more saving and less spending should be encouraged. That

is clearly in the public interest.

Carrying charges on the public debt are of concern to all of
ff

r

us. They will almost surely be increased unless more savings are drawn

into and held in these securities. Otherwise, the Treasury will be

obliged to go to the money markets for funds to replace these savings.

And the floating of marketable issues at this time can hardly be

accomplished at rates lower than those here proposed.

This move to increase the interest rate on Series E and H

savings bonds is designed to maintain the position of these securities

in our public debt structure and to maintain the traditional role of

the small saver who purchases these bonds through the payroll savings

plan. The savings bond program has been well established over a

20-year period. Some $*H billion are now held in the E and H series.

This is an important and substantial part of our debt structure that

should be maintained.
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Perslstent net liquidation of savings "bonds has recently

produced cash drains that have greatly complicated the task of

managing the Treasury's cash position. Any substantial further

reduction in savings bond holdings would add to the problems both

of debt management and monetary policy.

Yield increases from 3 to 3-I/A- per cent as proposed for

E and H bonds are needed if the investment returns available on

these issues are not to lag too far behind returns obtainable from

alternative uses of savings. Historically, savings bonds held for

extended periods have typically provided yields above those paid on

competitive forms of savings such as savings deposits and marketable

U. S. Government securities.

In 1956, however, the relationship between yields on

savings bonds and marketable U. S. Government securities was reversed.

Yields on other marketable debt also rose sharply. As a result, the

Treasury Department was confronted with the largest liquidation of

outstanding savings bond debt in the history of the U. S. savings

bond program, as well as with a decline in sales of new bonds.

In accordance with the general advance in interest yields

during 1955 and 1956, many banks raised the rates paid on savings

and other time deposits. In recognition of this trend and the need

for additional savings at a time of inflationary pressure, the Board

of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and the Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation at the end of 1956 raised the maximum permissible
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rates that commercial banks may pay on time deposits. Many "banks

announced increases in their rates--some for the first time and others

on top of previous raises. Following this adjustment, rates paid by

some other savings institutions such as savings and loan associations,

which in most cases exceeded rates at commercial banks, also underwent

further advances.

As a result, the competitive pressure on the Treasury savings

bond program was greatly increased. Net redemptions rose still further,

Without some adjustment in the relative returns obtainable from savings

bonds as compared with other forms of investment, net liquidation of

savings bond debt is likely to continue at an accelerated pace, further

complicating the cash financing problems of the Treasury.

Normal experience with U. S. savings bonds indicates that

although such issues are demand obligations, in the aggregate out-

standing savings bond debt tends to remain fairly stable as long as

interest returns are sufficiently favorable. This has been especially

true of smaller denomination E bonds. On the other hand, examination

of past data indicates that sales of Series J and K bonds and to a

lesser extent sales of large denomination E and H bonds have been more

sensitive to changes in flexible interest rates than has been true of

smaller denomination bond sales. Thus, the Treasury proposal to lower

the purchase limits on E and H bonds and to discontinue Series J and K

bonds would tend to reduce holdings by large investors and make for

greater stability in the over-all savings bond program.
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The proposed revision represents an adjustment of fixed

rates of return to advances that have already occurred in more flexible

interest rates. As such it would be unlikely to create expectations

of further general rate increases. General interest rate advances

develop when the borrowing demands of businesses, consumers, and

governments outrun the supply of savings. An increase in the over-

all volume of savings would certainly lessen upward pressures on

interest rates.

With the adoption of the Treasury proposal^ current

uncertainty over the revision of terms would be eliminated and the

declining trend in £ and H bond sales so far this year should be

reversed.
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85-TH CONGEESS
IST SESSION

Union Calendar No. 44

H. R. 5520
[Report No. 185]

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 4,1957

Mr. COOPER introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means

MARCH 6,1957

Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union
and ordered to be printed

A BILL
To amend the Second Liberty Bond Act to increase the maxi-

mum interest rate permitted on United States savings

bonds.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That the proviso in the second sentence of section 22 (b)

4 (1) of the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended (31

5 U. S. 0., sec. 757c (b) (1) ) , is amended to read as follows:

6 "Provided, That the interest rate on, and the issue price of,

7 savings bonds and savings certificates and the terms upon

8 which they may be redeemed shall be such as to afford an

9 investment yield not in excess of 3y per centum per annum,

10 compounded semiannually".

I
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1 SEC. 2. The authority granted by the amendment made

2 by the first section of this Act may be exercised with re-

3 spect to United States savings bonds and United States

4 Treasury savings certificates bearing issue dates of February

5 1, 1957, or thereafter. For purposes of section 22 (b) (2)

6 of the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, such authority

7 may be exercised with respect to those series E savings

8 bonds maturing on or after February 1, 1957, which are

9 retained after maturity, but only with respect to the invest-

10 ment yield after maturity.
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BOTH CONGRESS ) HOUSE OF EEPEESENTATIVES j REPORT
1st Session \ No. 185

MAXIMUM INTEREST RATE PERMITTED ON UNITED
STATES SAVINGS BONDS

MARCH 6, 1957.—Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State
of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. COOPER, from the Committee on Ways and Means, submitted the
following

E E P O R T
[To accompany H. R. 5520]

The Committee on Ways and Means to whom was referred the bill
(H. R. 5520) to amend the Second Liberty Bond Act to increase the
maximum interest rate permitted on United States savings bonds,
having considered the same, report favorably thereon without amend-
ment and recommend that the bill do pass.

I. GENERAL STATEMENT

H. R. 5520 would increase the maximum permissible interest rate
on savings bonds (and savings certificates) held to maturity from 3
percent to 3% percent a year, compounded semiannually. It would
authorize the Secretary of the Treasury, in his discretion, to increase
the yield on savings bonds (and savings certificates) bearing issue
dates of February 1, 1957, or later. It would also authorize the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, in his discretion, to increase the maximum inter-
est rate on series E savings bonds maturing on February 1, 1957, or
later, which the holder retains for an extension period (of not more
than 10 years) beyond their maturity dates. However, the discretion
of the Secretary to increase interest rates in this latter case would be
limited to interest payable with respect to the period beyond maturity.

In a statement to the public on February 14, 1957, the Treasury
Department announced that it plans to increase to 3# percent the
interest rate on series E bonds with issue dates of February 1, 1957,
or later when held to maturity. This is an increase of one-quarter of
a percentage point from the present 3 percent rate. The announce-
ment also stated that the issue price and face value of the new bonds
would remain unchanged; instead the increase in investment yield
would be achieved by shortening the present 9 years and 8 months

8C006
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2 ^NTEREST RATE ON UNITED STATES SAVD BONDS

maturity to 8 years and 11 months. The Treasury Department also
plans to increase redemption values for the new bonds during their
earlier years. The announcement indicated that the rate on a new
bond held for 3 years would be 3 percent instead of the present 2}£
percent. There was no indication, however, that the Treasury plans
to change the interest rate with respect to bonds held beyond
maturity.

The Treasury also indicated that it plans, effective February 1,
1957, to offer a revised 10-year series H-bond with an interest rate
of 3% percent if held to maturity. The announcement further stated
that the Treasury plans to reduce from $20,000 to $10,000 for each
series the face amount of series E- and H-bonds which may be pur-
chased by one individual in any one year.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF SAVINGS BOND PROGRAM

The savings bond program was initiated in legislation passed in
1935. In that legislation a maximum permissible interest rate of
3 percent was established for savings bonds held until maturity.

The first savings bonds were offered to the public on March 1, 1935,
at an investment yield of 2.90 percent for a maturity period of 10
years. The first series E bonds were offered to the public on May 1,
1941, at the same 2.90 percent maturity yield. On May 1, 1952, the
Treasury Department increased the investment yield on series E
bonds to 3 percent, the maximum permissible rate allowed by law.
As a result of legislation enacted in 1951, the Treasury on May 1,
1951, first permitted the holders of series E bonds to hold such bonds
after maturity for a period up to 10 years at an investment yield of
2.90 percent per year, compounded seiniamiually, if held for the
10-year period. Series E bonds maturing on or after May 1, 1952,
earn interest after maturity at the rate of approximately 3 percent
a year compounded semiannually for each half-year period of the
extension period.
<_ H-bonds, which were first issued in 1952, were set to yield a 3 per-
cent rate of return when held to maturity. Series J- and K-bonds,
also first offered in 1952, were set to yield about 2.76 percent when
held to maturity. There have been no changes in the established
interest rates for these bonds since 1952.

Savings bonds A to D were offered for sale only prior to May 1941.
These were all 10-year bonds which matured before May 1951. Series
E-bonds have been on sale continuously since May 1, 1941. Series
F- and G-bonds were issued from May 1, 1941, to April 30, 1952, when
they were withdrawn from sale. Series H-, J-, and K-bonds have
been on sale since 1952. The characteristics of the currently issued
bonds (namely, series E, H, J, and K) are described below.

Series E- and H-bonds can be held only by individuals. These
bonds are complementary in that the E-bonds are issued at a discount
(75 percent of maturity value) while the H-bonds are issued at par
but pay interest by check semiannually. In both cases the interest
yield to maturity is 3 percent and the bonds mature in 9 years and 8
months.

The J and K series are designed for holding by organizations as
well as individuals. As in the case of the E- and H-bonds, they provide
a choice between discount and interest-bearing bonds. The J series
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INTEREST RATE ON UNITED STATES SAVINGS BONDS

is a discount bond (issued at 72 percent of maturity value) while the
K-bond is issued at par and pays interest by check semiannually.
Both of these bonds yield approximately 2.76 percent if held to ma-
turity, and both are 12-year bonds. The Treasury Department has
indicated that sales of J and K series of bonds will terminate April 30,
1957.

The series E-bonds account for the bulk of the bonds outstanding.
On January 31, 1957, total savings bonds outstanding had a current
redemption value of $56,570 million. Of this amount, $38,066 million
or 67 percent represented series E-bonds. Of the remainder, $3,365
million were series H-bonds, making a total of $41,430 million in bonds
held only by individuals. The remainder, or $15,096 million, repre-
sents $3,096" million of J and K bonds and $12,000 million of series F
and G bonds. These data are shown in table 1, together with the
savings bonds outstanding as of the end of December in each year
since 1945.

TABLE 1.—Savings bonds outstanding, all series

[Current redemption values in millions of dollars!

Dec. 31:
1945 .
1946
1947
1948 — - -
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953 _
1954
1955
195fi

Jan. 31 1957

Series E

30,727
30.263
30, 997
32.188
33,766
34. 493
34,727
35,143
36, 036
36. 778
37, 510
38,087
38,066

Series H

181
627

1,455
2,553
3,310
3,365

Total, series
E and H

30,727
30,263
30. 997
32. 188
33,766
34, 493
34, 727
35, 324
36,663
38,233
40, 063
41, 398
41, 430

Series F, G,
J, K

13, 979
16,366
18,314
20,613
21, 501
23, 089
22. 859
22,616
21, 190
20,058
18.432
15, 576
15,096

Total, all
series '

48,224
49,864
52, 174
55, 197
56, 910
58,248
57, 739
58,046
57,934
58, 358
58,548
57,018
56, 570

1 Includes series A-D.

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Analysis Staff, Debt Division.

As is indicated above, the most popular savings bond is the series
E-bond. In referring to these bonds Secretary of Treasury Humphrey
in his appearance before the Joint Economic Committee on February
4, 1957, stated:

Eight now it is the finest security in the world. There is
no security as good as it is. There is no security that you
can go up and lay on the counter any time you are ready and
get your dollars back for it. There is no depreciation in it,
no market fluctuation. This is designed for people who
don't want to follow the newspapers, who don't want to try
to beat an eighth or sixteenth or a point or two points in the
market. They want to get their money and they want .a
fair rate of interest and th^y want their money now when
they need it. This bond furnishes all of those things. So
this bond has some very excellent provisions in it. It is a
very excellent instrument. In fact, it is the finest instru-
ment there is to serve its purpose.
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INTEREST RATE ON UNITED STATES SAVINGS BONDS

III. NEED FOR LEGISLATION

Since May 1, 1952, when the Treasury Department raised the in-
vestment yield on savings bonds held to maturity to the maximum
permitted by statute, this rate of return has necessarily remained
stationary. However, the rates of return on most other forms of
investment have risen sharply since that time. This can be seen by
the average rates of return on the following types of investments:

[Percent]

Mutual savings banks -
Savings and loan associations
Insured commercial banks, time and savings departments
High-grade municipal bonds (Standard & Poor's) - -- --
Corporate bonds, Aaa (Moodv's)
Corporate bonds, Baa (Moody's)
Average rates, short-term bank loans to business (selected cities). ..

1952

2.43
2 69
1.15
2.19
2 96
3.52
3.5

1956

2.89
>3.00
12 00
2.93
3.36
3.88
4.2

i Estimated.
Compiled from statistics obtained from the Office of the Secretary, Analysis Staff, Debt Division, and

from the Economic Report of the President, January_1957.

This stationary interest rate for savings bonds, while other invest-
ment yields have been rising, has been unfavorable to the relative
position of savings bonds. This can be seen in table 2 which compares
the annual increment in different forms of savings, those in savings and
loan associations, mutual savings banks, commercial bank time
deposits held by individuals, and series E and H savings bonds.
Due to the increment in value in bonds already held and also to the
fact that the interest rate disparity was not so great among the various
forms of savings, the savings bonds actually improved their position
relative to the other forms of savings in the 3 years preceding 1956.
However, in 1956, when the interest rate disparity became a significant
factor, these savings bonds accounted for 13.3 percent of the annual
increment in savings, the smallest percentage in the entire 4-year
period.

TABLE 2.—Series E and H bond share of individual savings—Annual changes in
savings

[In millions of dollars]

Calendar years

1953...
1954
1955
1956

Savings and
loan

+3,641
+4, 415
+4, 965

1 +5, 086

Mutual sav-
ings banks

+1, 774
+1,964
+1,837
+1,836

Commercial
bank time

deoosits (in-
dividuals)

+2, 568
+2, 526
+1, 561
+1, 762

Series E and
H savings

bonds

+1, 339
+1, 571
+1,830
+1, 335

Total

+9, 322
+10, 476
+10, 193
+10, 019

Percent,
series E and
H bonds of

total

14.4
15.0
18.0
13.3

i Preliminary.
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Analysis Staff, Debt Division.

The increasingly unfavorable position of savings bonds is most
accurately reflected by the trends in cash sales and cash redemptions
in the past 2 years, shown in table 3. This table shows that redemp-
tions in 1956 exceeded redemptions in the corresponding months in
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1955 in all but 3 months. Also, beginning in June 1956, cash re-
demptions have exceeded cash sales in all but one of the months.
Moreover, this excess of redemptions has for the most part increased
month by moftth, reaching a peak of redemptions over sales in January
1957, the latest month for which data are available. In this connec-
tion it should be noted that the month of January in the 2 prior years
was the month in each of these years when there was the greatest
excess of sales over redemptions.

TABLE 3.—Monthly sales and redemptions of series E and H savings bonds

[In millions of dollars]

1955 — January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August _
September.--
October...
November.-.
December

Cash
sales

573
465
518
448
419
428
439
439
414
404
395
425

Cash re-
demp-
tions

404
343
406
376
392
437
402
399
393
353
358
383

Cash gain
or loss

169
122
112
72
28

—9
37
40
21
46
36
42

195g — January _
February
March
April .
May. ..
June
July
August .
September.. -
October
November..
December

1 957— January

Cash
sales

572
476
465
414
418
398
443
403
335
390
366
363
465

Cash re-
demp-
tions

450
368
400
402
412
405
431
414
380
411
368
392
547

Cash gain
or loss

122
108
65
11
6

—6
11

—11
-45
—21
-2

-29
-82

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Analysis Staff, Debt Division.

Recognizing the need to improve the relative investment yield of
savings bonds the Treasury Department has requested that the
maximum allowable investment yield for savings bonds be increased
to the maximum presently allowable with respect to other types of
Treasury bonds; namely, 4% percent. However, the Treasury Depart-
ment has announced for the present at least that it will issue savings
bonds which will yield 3% percent to maturity. This is approxi-
mately the present 10-year yield on marketable bonds; namely, 3.23
percent (market rate on February 13, 1957, the day before the
Treasury's announcement).

The maximum permissible interest rate of 3^ percent provided by
this bill will afford the Treasury Department flexibility in the event
of a continuing rise in the general level of interest rates. Should
there be a continued increase in interest rates the Congress can then
consider a further request from the Treasury Department for an
additional increase in the maximum permissible rate on savings bonds.

The effect of your committee's bill will be to permit the Treasury
Department to restore the competitive position of savings bonds
with other comparable forms of saving without causing any significant
change in the present distribution of investments.

In 1951 the Congress enacted legislation providing that the owners
of matured series E savings bonds who did not desire to cash them
could, at their option, retain their investment through an additional
10-year period. The Treasury Department announcement on
February 14, 1957, stated that "terms of any extension privilege for
the new bond will be determined later." Your committee's bill
provides the same permissible maximum of 3% percent yield can be
provided on savings bonds which mature on or after February 1, 1957,
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6 INTEREST RATE ON UNITED STATES SAVINGS BONDS

for the period the bonds are held after maturity. Although the
Treasury Department did not request this authority, it will enable
the Department, if it deems this to be a desirable policy, to encourage
people to hold series E savings bonds which they may now have,
beyond their regular maturity date. This bill, by giving the Secretary
of the Treasury discretionary authority to pay up to 3% percent
during the extension period on E bonds which mature on or after
February 1, 1957, will enable him to provide more favorable treat-
ment for this period without having to come to Congress to request
such authority.

Table 4 sliows the redemption values and investment yields of
series E bonds outstanding at the present time. The first part of this
table relates to bonds issued beginning May 1, 1952, with a maturity
yield of 3.0 percent while the latter part relates to bonds issued
before that date with a maturity yield of 2.9 percent. No comparable
official redemption schedule is yet available with respect to the bonds
the Treasury plans to issue with a maturity yield of 3% percent.

TABLE 4.—Series E bonds outstanding prior to first maturity, redemption values and
investment yields

[Based on $75 bond—issue price]

Number of years held after issue date

Bonds issued beginning May 1952:
0 to y<t
yz to l -
ItolH
I^to2
2to2>£
2^ to 3
3 to 3M
3}̂  to 4 .
4 to 41A
4H to 5 -

Bonds issued before May 1952:
4Hto5
5 to 5H -- -
51̂  to 6
6to6H
6H to 7 - . . . .
7to7H
7J^ to 8
8 to 8H
8}̂  to 9
9 to 9^ .- ,
9M to 10 . . . . . .
10 years (1st maturity) - . . - -

Redemption
value

$75 00
75 40
76.20
77.20
78 20
79.20
80 20
81.20
82.20
83 60

81.00
82 00
83.00
84.00
86 00
88.00
90.00
92.00
94.00
96.00
98.00

100.00

Period held '

Percent

1.07
1.59
1.94
2 10
2.19
2 25
2.28
2.30
2 43

1.72
1.79
1.85
1.90
2.12
2.30
2.45
2.57
2.67
2.76
2.84
2 90

Yield for—

Period to
maturity 2

Percent
3 00
3.10
3.16
3.19
3.23
3 28
3.34
3.41
3.49
3.50

3.87
4.01
4. IS
4.41
4 36
4.31
4.26
4.21
4.17
4.12
4.08

One addi-
tional 6-month

period 2

Percent
1 07
2 12
2.62
2.59
2 56
2.53
2 49
2.46
3.41
3.35

2.47
2.44
2.41
4.76
4.66
4.55
4.44
4.35
4.26
4.17
4.08

1 To beginning of each accrual period.
2 From beginning of each accrual period.

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Analysis Staff, Debt Division.

IV. EXPLANATION OF BILL

Section 22 (a) of the Second Liberty Bond Act authorizes the Secre-
tary of the Treasury (with the approval of the President) to issue
United States savings bonds.

Under section 22 (b) (1) of the Second Liberty Bond Act savings
bonds may be issued on an interest-bearing basis, on a discount basis,
or on a combination interest-bearing and discount basis, and must
mature not more than 20 years from the issue date. Such bonds may
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INTE1 : RATE ON UNITED STATES SAVINGS BON, 7

be sold at such price or prices, and may be redeemed before maturity
upon such terms and conditions, as the Secretary of the Treasury may
prescribe. However, the interest rate on, and the issue price of,
savings bonds, and the terms upon which they may be redeemed, may
not be such as to afford an investment yield in excess of 3 percent a
year, compounded semiannually.

Under section 22 (b) (2) of the Second Liberty Bond Act the
Secretary of the Treasury (with the approval of the President) is
authorized to provide by regulation that owners of series E savings
bonds may (at their option) retain the bonds after maturity and earn
interest upon the maturity values thereof for not more than 10 years
at rates consistent with the provisions of section 22 (b) (1) of the
Second Liberty Bond Act.

The first section of the bill amends section 22 (b) (1) of the Second
Liberty Bond Act by changing the maximum permissible investment
yield from 3 percent a year, compounded semiannually, to 3K percent
a year, compounded semiannually. This will authorize, but it will
not require, the Secretary of the Treasury to increase the investment
yield on those bonds described in section 2 of the bill.

Section 2 of the bill provides that the authority provided by the
first section of the bill may be exercised with respect to savings bonds
bearing issue dates of February 1, 1957, or thereafter. Section 2 also
provides that this authority may be exercised with respect to those
series E savings bonds maturing on or after February 1, 1957, which
are retained after maturity (but only for the period after maturity).

The following table illustrates the maximum interest rates on sav-
ings bonds permitted by existing law and by provisions of the bill,
together with actual investment yields fixed by the Treasury Depart-
ment on series E bonds.

Issue dates

(1) May 1941 to April 1942
(21 May 1942 to January 1947
(3) February 1947 to April 1952
(4) May 1952 to January 1957
(5) February 1957 to March 1957 s

(6) April 1957 and on »..

E-bond investment yield (percent) '

Period to maturity

Maximum
permissible

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.50
3.50

Actual

2.90
2.90
2.90
3.00

(2.4)

W

Full extension period

Maximum
permissible

3.00
3.00
3.50
3.50
3.50
3 50

Actual

2.90
3.00

(z)

8
(')

1 Compounded semiannually.
2 To be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, but not less than 3.00 percent.
s Assuming this legislation is enacted and new regulations under it are issued before Apr. 1,1957.
4 Based on information furnished to the committee by the Treasury Department, it appears that bonds

issued under a new offering based on this legislation will afioru an investment yield of approximately 3}4
percent to maturity.
' Based on information furnished to the committee by the Treasury Department, it appears that terms of

any optional extension privilege on these bonds will not be decided until a later date.
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8 v NTEREST RATE ON UNITED STATES SAVIN BONDS

V. CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill, as
introduced, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted
is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italics, existing
law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):

SECOND LIBERTY BOND ACT, AS AMENDED

SEC. 22. (a) The Secretary of the Treasury, with the approval of
the President, is authorized to issue, from time to time, through the
Postal Service or otherwise, United States savings bonds and United
States Treasury savings certificates, the proceeds of which shall be
available to meet any public expenditures authorized by law, and to
retire any outstanding obligations of the United States bearing inter-
est or issued on a discount basis. The various issues and series of the
savings bonds and the savings certificates shall be in such forms, shall
be offered in such amounts, subject to the limitation imposed by sec-
tion 21 of this Act, as amended, and shall be issued in such manner
and subject to such terms and conditions consistent with subsections
(b), (c), and (d) hereof, and including any restrictions on their
transfer, as the Secretary of the Treasury may from time to time
prescribe.

(b) (1) Savings bonds and savings certificates may be issued on an
interest-bearing basis, on a discount basis, or on a combination inter-
est-bearing and discount basis and shall mature, in the case of bonds,
not more than twenty years, and in the case of certificates, not more
than ten years, from the date as of which issued. Such bonds and
certificates may be sold at such price or prices, and redeemed before
maturity upon such terms and conditions as the Secretary of the
Treasury may prescribe: Provided, That the interest rate on, and the
issue price of, savings bonds and savings certificates and the terms
upon which they may be redeemed shall be such as to afford an invest-
ment yield not in excess of [3] 8% per centum per annum, com-
pounded semiannually. The denominations of savings bonds and of
savings certificates shall be such as the Secretary of the Treasury may
from time to time determine and shall be expressed in terms of their
maturity values. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized by regu-
lation to fix the amount of savings bonds and savings certificates
issued in any one year that may be held by any one person at any one
time.

(2) The Secretary of the Treasury, with the approval of the Presi-
dent, is authorized to provide by regulation that owners of series E
savings bonds thereafter maturing may, at their option, retain the
matured bonds and earn interest upon the maturity values thereof
for not more than ten years at rates consistent with the provisions of
paragraph (1).

o
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COMMITTEE OM WAYS AND MEArfS
llOB NEW HOUSE OFFICE BU1IDINQ

CHAIRMAN JERE COOPER (D.-TENN.) COMMITTEE ON
WAYS AND MEANS ANNOUNCES COMMITTEE DECISIONS

ON H. R. 4f34 RELATING TO INTEREST ON
SAVINGS BONDS _

Chairman Jere Cooper (D.-Tenn.), Committee on Ways and Means,
today announced that the Committee had completed its deliberations
on H. R. 4734, to amend the Second Liberty Bond Act to authorize
a change in the maximum interest rate permitted on United States
savings bonds.

The Chairman stated that the Committee had decided to grant
the Secretary of the Treasury discretionary authority to increase
interest rates on savings bonds up to 3 1/2 percent. The bill
as introduced would have in effect given the Secretary discre-
tionary authority to increase interest up to 4 1/4 percent
which is the ceiling now applicable tc other Federal government
obligations.

The Chairman added that uhder the Committee decisions
this discretionary authority will apply to bonds issued on
or after February 1, 1957, and to bonds maturing on or after
February 1, 1957. With respect to those maturing on or after
February 1, 1957, the discretionary authority would apply to
the period following the maturity date of a bond which a holder
continues to hold.

The Committee also decided that a clean bill embodying
the Committee decisions would be introduced Monday, March 4,
and that the Committee would meet Tuesday, March 5, to consider
ordering the clean bill reported.

The Chairman also announced that if the Committee completes
its consideration of the clean bill in time, it will resume
consideration of the report of the Subcommittee on Excise
Taxes on Tuesday.
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January 7, 1957

Mr. William McC. Martin, Jr.
Federal Reserve Board
Washington, D» C.

Dear Mr. Martin:

I am pleased to learn that you will be able to testify
before the Subcommittee on Disarmament. You have been scheduled
as a witness for Wednesday morning, January 23) at 10:00 a.m. /

Senate Resolution 93 > which authorised the creation *" of
the Subcommittee, specified that among other things the Subcommittee
should direct its attention to "the relationship of armaments to
the state of the world economy*" It is on this general subject
that the Subcommittee would benefit from your experience and know-
ledge. I do not wish to limit in any way ideas and opinions you
may want to express » However, I would like to suggest some specific
areas on which the Subcommittee is seeking information, In asking
the following questions I do not intend for you to go into elaborate
detail because I realize the time available to prepare for the
hearing is limited <,

It is impossible to state at this time how the United
States defense budget would be affected under any type of comprehen-
sive or limited arms control agreement. In order to obtain some
understanding of possible effects of a reduction of armaments I would
like to pose a few questions on the assumption that the defense
budget was reduced by an across-the-board cut of fifty per cent.

a. What immediate major problems, if any, might arise
in the working of the United States economy as a whole? Would the
economy under present conditions be likely to make its own adjust-
ments to any such problems or would the government be called to take
special measures to keep production and employment at high levels?
If you think the government might be required to take specific measures
can you discuss the relative merits of various courses of action such
as changes in fiscal or monetary policy or specific programs in cer-
tain areas?

b. Some opinion has been advanced that the overall
adjustments the economy would need to make would not be so great
that the government would need to take action, but that there would
occur special problems either in specific geographic areas or in
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individual industries such as aircraft, electronics, and shipbuilding,
Can you comment on whether such problems might occur and the extent
to which government or private industry or both should plan to meet
them.

c. Another area of interest to the Subcommittee concerns
the extent to which savings would be available as a result of the
cutback in defense expenditures, Ag£in assuming a fifty per cent
reduction in a $iiQ billion defense budget, can you provide the
Subcommittee with any guide as to how government revenue, and thus
savings would be affected? Assuming that some savings would result,
would you care to comment on the relative merits, in terms of the
viability of the economy, of th3 use of which such savings should be
put? For example, should taxes be reduced, and if so, where? Or
should the money be used primarily to reduce the debt, increase
federal domestic programs, or accelerate the rate of foreign aid?
I am not thinking here of the political merits, domestic or foreign,
of such uses of savings but of their effects on stability and
growth of the economy.

d. I believe the Subcommittee would also find it of
interest to know whether the experience of the immediate post-
World War II period and the period of mid-1953 to mid-195U would
have an relevance to ova* undrrstan-iing of how to handle situations
resulting from a decrease in defense spending.

e. We also would be interested in any comments you might
have on the extent to which armaments have become an important factor
in international trade, For example, does United States spending
for foreign military aid, construction of bases, and maintenance of
its overseas forces appreciably affect the dollar resources of
individual countries? And, if so, would any problems arise in
individual countries- balance of payments if this dollar supply were
eliminated or substantially reduced under a disarmament agreement?

I would like to emphasize that these questions are
suggestive of areas of concern to the Subcommittee. You need not
feel bound to comment on all of them nor should they restrict other
points you believe should be made* Personally I am extremely inter-
ested in the economic aspects of this whole question and I think the
Subcommittee can make a definite contribution to our understanding
of the relationship between armaments and the economy* I do not
think that the line taken by our adversaries in Moscow is valid,
namely, that our economy rests solely on armaments. But neither do
I think that we should pretend that a defense budget of some
billion has no effect whatsoever on the economy.
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If you plan to have a prepared statement, it would be
helpful to havs 25 copies for the members of the Subcommittee and
the press on the day of the hearing, and a copy for the staff to
examine at least a day in advance. The prepared statement should
not exceed fifteen minutes in order that there be ample time for
questions.

I am sending under separate cover a few of the publications
of the Subcommittee you might find of interest as background information
If you need any additional information, please contact me or Miss Betty
Gcetz, Acting Staff Director of the Subcommittee.

I am looking forward to seeing you on January 23•

Sincerely,

Hubert H« Humphrey
Chairma.a
Subcommittee on Disarmament
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COPY COPY

UNITED STATES SENATE

Committee on Foreign Relations

February 27, 1957

Mr. Winfield W. Riefler
Assistant to the Chairman
Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System

Federal Reserve Building
Constitution Avenue
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Riefler:

I do not Tiish to add to your burdens but do you
think Mr. Martin, if asked by the Chairman, would want to
comment on the French proposal to inspect for reductions
in armaments through the use of budgetary procedures? This
plan is summarized on page 9 of the enclosed pamphlet• The
Subcommittee has not received any testimony on this proposal
to date and it is one that should probably be evaluated.

I hope you id.ll be coming to the hearing on March
It will be nice to see you again.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Betty

Betty Goetz
Staff Director
Subcommittee on Disarmament

Enclosure
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Subcommittee on Disarmament
of the""

Senate Foreign Relations Committee

Senator Humphrey, Chairman (Minn.)
Senator Byrd (Va.)
Senator Sparkman (Ala.)
Senator Pastore (R.I.)
Senator Symington (Mo.)
Senator Long (La.)

Senator Bridges (N.H.)
Senator Wiley (Wis.)
Senator Hickenlooper (Iowa)
Senator Saltonstall (Mass.)
Senator Knowland ( Calif.)
Senator Bricker (Ohio)
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Monday, March 4

Mr. M^rtin--

Governor Vardaman phoned and wanted

you to have the following'memorandum ":

He has read your proposed testimony

before the Disarmament Subcommittee

of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

with reasonable care -- and in substance

he doesn't like it ; and doesn't think you

should use it. He said it is an utterly

unrealistic problem we are dealing with.

Mr. Vardaman would be glad to talk

to you about it.

mnm
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COMMENTS OK THE ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF A FIFTY
PER CENT CUT IN NATIONAL SECURITY EXPENDITURES

National security expenditures have increased to a rate of

about $U*4- billion since last summer, following a two year period of

stability at a rate of about $1*1 billion. The current level repre-

sents 10 per cent of the market value of our total annual production

— the same as in 195̂ . It is the lowest percentage absorbed by de-

fense requirements since early in the period of expansion in security

outlays stimulated by the outbreak of hostilities in Korea. Roughly

$25 billion of security expenditures is for purchases of goods (in-

cluding construction) which compares with private business expendi-

tures for producers1 durable equipment of about $32 billion, total

new business and residential construction of $33 billion, and con-

sumers' expenditures on durable goods of $35 billion. While large,

defense spending has not contributed directly to the expansion in

economic activity since early 195̂  • In this period, Gross National

Product has increased one-fifth, while national security expenditures

have changed relatively little.

The impact of a 50 per cent cut in defense spending, which

would amount to about $22 billion at current expenditure rates, is

difficult to assess since defense outlays have had pervasive effects

throughout the economy. The nature and extent of adjustments which

undoubtedly would be necessitated in a period of transition would

depend largely on the economic climate of the time, the length of the
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period during which the reduction is effected, the relative importance

of the defense program at that time, and the types of action undertaken

by the Government to ease the transition. These circumstances, indeed,

are of such over-riding importance that past experiences with demobil-

ization are of limited value in anticipating the effect of a cutback

at the present time*

This was illustrated by the situation at the end of World War

II, when military expenditures reached a peak annual rate of about $90

billion and accounted for two-fifths of the Gross National Product.

During four years of war, a backlog of demands and financial liquidity

had accumulated, and when security outlays were sharply reduced, total

output of goods and services declined only briefly.

More closely comparable to the currently proposed cutback in

military outlays is that which occurred after the Korean War. From mid-

1953 through the third quarter of 195**, "the annual rate of defense ex-

penditures fell by $11 billion from a level of $53 billion; this reduc-

tion in the national security component amounted to 3 per cent of the

Gross National Product. A $22 billion reduction in defense spending

would amount to 5 per cent of the current level of the Gross National

Product.

In the post-Korean experience, the initial defense cutback

— during the second half of 1953 — reduced the annual rate of

national security outlays by $4 billion; over the same period, total

output of goods and services declined about $10 billion. A shift

from business inventory accumulation at a rate of $3.1 billion to
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liquidation at a rate exceeding $5 billion largely accounted for

this decline. At the same time, disposable personal income did not

decline but only leveled off, and consumer purchases declined only

slightly; state and local government expenditures increased.

Despite an additional decline of $7 billion in the annual

rate of national security outlays and some reduction in purchases of

producers durable equipment during the first three quarters of 195̂ >

other expenditures, particularly residential construction, State and

local expenditures and consumer outlays, all rose. These increases

were reflected in a reduction in the rate of inventory liquidation

and formed the basis for economic expansion in 1955• Vigorous use

of fiscal and monetary policies, including the reduction in personal

income tax rates in 195̂ - and a policy of active monetary ease, con-

tributed to the recovery.

~ It is evident from this review that both the initial impact

of the post-Korean cutback and the rate of readjustment depended on

underlying economic conditions at that time, and on the governmental

policies adopted during the transition. Similarly, the impact of

defense cutbacks in the near future can only be gauged in terms of

the underlying economic conditions likely to prevail when it occurs.

The current situation is one of general economic strength. Some

areas of the economy are less bouyant than others, but in general

demands for goods, services and credit remain high. Defense expendi-

tures, while an important component of total activity, have contri-

buted little to the rise in activity since mid-195^. Some aspects
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of the defense program, such as stockpiling and defense plant expan-

sion, have been exerting a diminishing pressure on resources.

In the latter part of 1956, it is estimated that national

security expenditures for supplies, equipment and construction had

declined to about 10 per cent of the physical volume of industrial

production, as measured by the Board's index. This compares with 20

per cent in early 1953, before the recent reduction in defense pro-

duction, and 13 per cent in late 195̂ • Perhaps 17 or 18 per cent of

total industrial activity in late 195& in. durable goods industries

was directed to the defense effort in the form of output of ordnance,

military aircraft and ships, radar, trucks and locomotives, and other

end-products and in the form of aircraft parts, electric motors, steel,

aluminum, etc., as compared with 5 per cent or less for nondurable

goods.

Expenditures for stockpiling of strategic materials have

also been of declining over-all economic significance. In the first

half of 1956 deliveries to the stockpile amounted to $1̂ 5 million,

half the value of deliveries in the first half of 1955 and one-third

the rate in 1952 and early 1953* Through loans and long-term pur-

chase agreements, the stockpiling program stimulated expansion in

capacity for several basic materials. In the past few years of high

level economic activity the additional supplies thus made available

have been largely absorbed by industrial demands. In the event of a

one-half curtailment in defense expenditures, the quantities of these

supplies the Federal Government would be obligated to acquire under
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the terms of these contracts would depend on the strength of civilian

demands.

Another facet of the defense effort has been encouragement

of increases in productive capacity of defense related industries

through an accelerated amortization program. As in the case of stock-

piling, the peak impact of this program has long since passed. Since

1950, certificates of necessity have been granted for the purpose of

expanding productive facilities in 225 strategic industry groups to

meet specified capacity goals. To date, projects constructed under

this program have amounted to $37 billion, on which accelerated amor-

tization has been applied to about $22 billion. The total outlay on

these projects represents about one-fifth of all business expenditures

for new plant and equipment during the seven year period from 1950

through 1956. The degree to which the stimulus to investment has been

concentrated on certain industry groups is indicated by the fact that

public utility, rail and primary metal expansion accounted for half

the value of all projects certified.

The accelerated amortization program probably had only slight

influence on business capital expenditures in 195&. Measured by pro-

ject costs, two-thirds of all outstanding certificates of necessity

had been issued by the end of 1952, with the bulk of expenditures pre-

sumably taking place in the years immediately thereafter. The proposed

outlay on projects covered by certificates of necessity issued during

1956 was less than $3 billion, little more than eight per cent of the

current annual rate of corporate spending on plant and equipment.
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Even if the defense program were to "be sustained at its present level,

future increases in capacity will probably be geared primarily to the

needs of the civilian economy.

Although defense expenditures are no longer providing much,

if any, stimulus to economic expansion, they are absorbing large

amounts of human, material and financial resources. Consequently, a

fifty per cent reduction in defense outlays would confront specific

industries — and through these, the economy as a whole — with serious

immediate problems. In the longer run, however, it would free resources

to meet a broad range of human needs both here and abroad. The defense

program itself has generated several forces which may be expected to

ease the transition.

Military outlays for scientific research and development

totaled about $1 1/2 billion last year, six times as much as the

average annual outlay during World War II. Many recent military re-

search developments have major, but as yet unexploited, civilian appli-

cations. If these developments, and the scientific and technical

skills concentrated in defense activities could be released for peace-

time applications, significant progress in raising living standards

might be achieved. Technological development would open new invest-

ment outlets and could stimulate demand, thereby providing a major

impetus toward sustained economic expansion. An easing of market

pressures would also permit more rapid progress in meeting the back-

log of demand for schools, water and sanitary facilities, hospitals,

and other community services by State and local governments. Reduced

military requirements would likewise facilitate progress in meeting

major goals for highway construction.
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Just as a reduction in military outlays presents problems

and challenges to our own economy, it would present similar problems

and opportunities in many other countries. U« S. defense expendi-

tures abroad, including also expenditures of U. S. armed forces sta-

tioned in foreign countries, amounted to $3.2 billion in fiscal 195&*

This sum was equal to about Ik per cent of all foreign payments made

by the United States. For some countries, however, receipts of U. S.

defsnse expenditures represented a relatively more important source

of dollars. Less highly industrialized countries mainly in the Near

East and Far East, who received about one-seventh of our defense ex-

penditures abroad in fiscal 195&, would probably be most seriously

affected by a reduction in U. S. outlays. On the other hand, there

are a number of countries — such as Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands,

and Canada — whose balance of payments situation is so strong that

they may be expected to weather a reduction of one-half in U. S. de-

fense expenditures without serious drain on their gold and dollar re-

serves. These countries receive about one-fifth of our total defense

outlays abroad.

The bulk of our foreign defense spending went to countries

whose gold and dollar reserves might be seriously affected, but who

should be able to adjust successfully if the reduction in spending was

not made too rapidly. This group includes countries such as France,

Denmark, Italy, Norway, the United Kingdom, and Japan.

Although these countries might face complex problems of

adjustment, it should be noted that a cut in our defense expenditures

abroad would not automatically mean a corresponding decrease in their
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dollar receipts. In contrast to outright financial aid, our defense

expenditures abroad are not free gifts: the recipient countries are

required to use the equivalent of these funds for purchasing or pre-

ducing goods and services for their own defense, for our mutual Allies,

and for our armed forces. The recipient countries therefore must

utilize productive resources for defense purposes, resources which

would be set free to the extent that our defense expenditures would

be curtailed. Given enough time to effect the necessary readjust-

ments, it should generally be possible to re-employ the productive

resources of those countries in such a way as to make good the loss

of dollar revenue: say, by increasing the production of goods and

services for export. Some problems, particularly in retraining labor

and securing capital for expanding production of export goods, and in

finding export markets, may have to be solved in the period of transi-

tion.

A major contribution to the solution of the problem which

may be faced by foreign countries would be the maintenance of a strong

domestic economy in the United States. Toward this end, Governmental

policies would need to be directed to the easing of the impact of dis-

armament on specific industries or areas and to the preservation of

confidence in over-all economic prospects. Reductions in Federal

taxation made possible through savings affected by disarmament would

permit and encourage expansion of private spending now limited by the

defense program's drain on financial and physical resources. Industry

would be encouraged to exploit more promptly the technological develop-

ments of recent years. Well-timed reductions in personal income taxes
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would help to make effective underlying consumer demands for goods

and services, which in turn would promote further expansion of pro-

ductive capacity.

If a smooth transition could be provided between a cold war

economy and a peacetime economy, there would be little doubt that po-

tential civilian demands exist here and abroad which would be ample to

utilize and even to strain our productive facilities. During the tran-

sition itself, however, uncertainty throughout the economy could lead

to cumulative repercussions beyond the industries directly affected by

military cutbacks. If broader dislocations are to be avoided, public

confidence in over-all economic prospects must be preserved. It is of

the utmost importance that the Government be prepared to act quickly to

meet any developments and that this determination be generally understood.
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Control of Armament Reduction Through Budgetary Inspection*

Proposals to ensure international compliance with scheduled

armament reductions through periodic inspection of governmental budgets

assume that budgetary appropriations can be brought--by relatively simple

regulations—to reflect accurately actual levels of military expenditure,,

Numerous difficulties, both technical and in respect to enforcement,

raise serious doubts whether this can be done.

At the technical level, the difficulties of identifying and

measuring provisions for military expenditure under a variety of dissimilar

budgetary procedures should not be minimized. The experience of domestic

agencies in establishing and enforcing uniform accounting methods for

regulated industries may give some idea of the complexity of the problems

presented. Price level fluctuations, moreover, raise a basic difficulty..

It seems unlikely that any simple coefficient applied to the monetary

unit from year to year, as suggested in the proposal, would compensate

for the impact of price changes on the real rate of military outlay.

Military expenditures do not represent an unchanging "package" of component

goods and services, and movements in individual prices are likely to

diverge widely—especially where these may be subjected to various measures

of selective control.

Fundamental differences in methods of capital accumulation between

socialist and capitalist economies further complicate the problem of

defining military expenditure. Any defense program is concerned not merely

with maintaining armed forces in being but with expanding productive capacity
•

in defense related industries, transportation, and power facilities. Under

a capitalist system, the government may encourage private investment along

these lines through tax relief, military contracts, stockpiling commitments,

* Prepared by the Division of Research and Statistics, Board of
Governors, Federal Reserve System.Digitized for FRASER 
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or direct subsidy; any or all of these might be classified as military

expenditures by an international authority. In a socialist economy,

on the other hand, provision for all types of economic expansion may be

made through the government's budget and, where alternative civilian

applications exist, could hardly be questioned.

Aside from technical questions of classification and measurement—

which despite their complexity might, in theory, be determined equitably

by international experts--it seems unlikely that deliberate falsification

could be detected from a study confined to the official budgets themselves,

It would, accordingly, probably be necessary to police a system of control

ever budgetary appropriations by the same physical inspection of productive

and stockpiling activity that would be required by a system based directly

on such controlse
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COM-ffiNTS ON TEE ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF A FIFTY
PER CENT CUT IN NATIONAL SECURITY EXPENDITURES*

National security expenditures have increased to a rate of

about $Mf billion since last summer, following a two year period of

stability at a rate of about $Ul billion. The current level represents

10 per cent of the market value of our total annual production--the

same as in 1956. It is the lowest percentage absorbed by defense

requirements since early in the period of expansion in security outlays

stimulated by the outbreak of hostilities in Korea. Over $9 billion is

for pay to the Armed Forces. Roughly $25 billion of security expendi-

tures is for purchases of goods (including construction) which compares

with private business expenditures for producers1 durable equipment of

about ^JSJpillion, "total nev' business and residential construction of

$33 billion, and consumers' expenditures on durable goods of $35 billion.

While defense spending has been large, it has not contributed directly

to the expansion in economic activity since early 195̂  • In this period,

Gross National Product has increased one-fifth, while national security

expenditures have changed relatively little.

The impact of a 50 per cent cut in defense spending, which would

amount to about $22 billion at current expenditure rates, is difficult

to assess since defense outlays have had pervasive effects throughout

the economy. The nature and extent of adjustments which undoubtedly

would be necessitated .in a period of transition would depend largely on

the economic climate of the time, the length of the period during which

the reduction is effected, the specific expenditures affected by the cut,

the relative importance of the defense program at that time, and the types

* Prepared by the Division of Research and Statistics, Board of Governors,
Federal Reserve System.
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of action undertaken by the Government to ease the transition. These

circumstances, indeed, are of such over-riding importance that past

experiences with demobilization are of limited value in anticipating

the effect of a cutback at the present time.

This was illustrates by the situation at the end of World War II,

when military expenditures reached a peak annual rate of about $90 billion
— I , , „ , ""•

and accounted for two-fifths^of the Gross National Product. During four

years of war, a backlog of demands and financial liquidity had accumulated,

and when security outlays were sharply reduced, total output of goods

and services declined only briefly, and the large scale unemployment that> i

many observers predicted did not develop.

More closely comparable to the currently proposed cutback in

military outlays is that which occurred after the Korean War. From mid-

1953 through the third quarter of 195̂ > the annual rate of defense expendi-

tures fell by $11 billion from a level of $53 billion; this reduction in

the national security component amounted to 3 per cent of the Gross

National Product. A $22 billion reduction in defense spending would

amount to 5 per cent of the current level of the Gross National Product.

In the post-Korean experience, the initial defense cutback—

during the second half of 1953—reduced the annual rate of national

security outlays by $4 billion; over the same period, total output of

goods and services declined about $10 billion. A shift from business
«M»

inventory accumulation at a rate of $3-1 billion to liquidation at a rate

exceeding $5 billion largely accounted for this decline. At the same time^

disposable personal income did not decline but only leveled off, in part

reflecting a significant increase in unemployment payments both to veterans
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and to non-veterans, and consumer purchases declined only slightly;

State and local government expenditures increased.

Despite an additional decline of $7 billion in the annual rate"̂ *"««»

of national security outlays and some reduction in purchases of producers

durable equipment during the first three quarters of 195̂ , other expendi-

tures, particularly residential construction, State and local expenditures

and consumer outlays, all rose. These increases were reflected in a

reduction in the rate of inventory liquidation and formed the basis for

economic expansion in 1955• Vigorous use of fiscal and monetary policies,

including the reduction in personal income tax rates in 195̂  and a policy

of active monetary eage, contributed to the recovery.

From the second quarter of 1953 to the third quarter of 195̂

the Armed Forces were reduced by 300x000 and nonfarm employment fell by

almost 2 million. Unemployment increased from about 1.5 million persons,

orf2T5jper cent of the labor force, to about 3«5 million, oiT5«J/per cent

vof the labor force. Most of the decline in employment was concentrated

in durable goods manufacturing industries, but work forces were also

reduced in nondurable goods manufacturing, in the Federal Government and

in the railroad and mining industries. In the same period, however,

almost 500*000 were added to the payrolls of the finance and service

industries and State and local governments. Part of the downward adjust-

ment was reflected in a reduction in hours of work.

By mid-19559 however, an expanding labor market had largely

absorbed earlier declines. Employment was at record levels and unemploy-

ment was again low. In 1956 unemployment averaged less tĥ n. k) per cent

of a labor force of 70 million persons* 3-5 million more than in 1953-
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It is evident from this review that "both the initial impact of

the post-Korean cutback and the rate of readjustment depended on under-

lying economic conditions at that time, and on the governmental policies

adopted during the transition. Similarly, the impact of defense cutbacks

in the near future can only be gauged in terms of the underlying economic

conditions likely to prevail when it occurs. The current situation is

one of general economic strength. Some areas of the economy are less

bouyant than others, but in general demands for goods, services and credit

remain high. Defense expenditures, while an important component of total

activity, have contributed little to the rise in activity sincefmid-195lb

Some aspects of the defense program, such as stockpiling aid defense

plant expansion, have been exerting a diminishing pressure on resources.

In the latter part of 195&, there were about 2.8 million men in

the Armed Forces compared with about 3*5 million in mid-1953* It is

estimated that national security expenditures for supplies, equipment and

construction had declined to about 10 per cent of the physical volume of

industrial production, as measured by the Board1s index. This compares

with 20 per cent in early 1953 > before the 1953-5̂  reduction in defense

production, and 13 per cent in late 195̂ • Perhaps 17 or 18 per cent of

total industrial activity in late 1956 in durable goods industries was

directed to the defense effort in the form of output of ordnance, military

aircraft and ships, radaij trucks and locomotives, and other end-products

and in the form of aircraft parts, electric motors, steel, aluminum, etc.,

as compared with 5 per cent or less for nondurable goods..
*/

Expenditures for stockpiling of strategic materials have also

been of declining over-all economic significance. In the first half of

1956 deliveries to the stockpile amounted to $1̂ 5 million, half the value
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of deliveries in the first half of 1955 and one-third the rate in 1952 and

early 1953* Through loans and long-term purchase agreements, the stock-

piling program stimulated expansion in capacity for several "basic materials*

In the past few years of high level economic activity the additional supplies

thus made available have been largely absorbed by industrial demands. In

the event of a one-half curtailment in defense expenditures, the quantities

of these supplies the Federal Government would be obligated to acquired under

the terms of these contracts would depend on the strength of civilian

demands. _/
7

Another facet of the defense effort has been encouragement of

increases in productive capacity of defense related industries through an

accelerated amortization program. As in the case of stockpiling, the

peak impact of this program has long since passed. Since 1950* certificates

of necessity have been granted for the purpose of expanding productive

facilities in j25 strategic industry groups to meet specified capacity

goals. To date, projects constructed under this program have amounted to

$37 billion, on which accelerated amortization has been applied to about

$22 billion. The total outlay on these projects represents about one-

fifth of all business expenditures for new plant and equipment during

the seven year period from 1950 through 1956. The degree to which the

stimulus to investment has been concentrated on certain industry groups

is indicated by the fact that public utility, rail and primary metal

expansion accounted for half the value of all projects certified.

The accelerated amortization program probably had only slight

influence on business capital expenditures in 1956», Measured by project
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costs, two-thirds of all outstanding certificates of necessity had been

issued "by the end of 1952/> with the bulk of expenditures presumably

taking place in the years immediately thereafter. The proposed outlay

on projects covered by certificates of necessity issued during 1956 was

/f "̂less than($3_billion, little more than eight per cent of the current

annual rate of corporate spending on plant and equipment. Even if the

defense program were to be sustained at its present level,, future

increases in capacity will probably be geared primarily to the needs

of the civilian economy«

Although defense expenditures are no longer providing much,

if any, stimulus to economic expansion, they are absorbing large amounts

of human, material and financial resources. Consequently, a fifty per

cent reduction in defense outlays would confront specific industries

and geographical areas—and through these, the economy as a whole—with

serious immediate problems. In the longer run, however, it would free

manpower and industrial resources to meet a broad range of human needs

both here and abroad. The defense program itself has generated several

forces which may be expected to ease the transition.

Military outlays for scientific research and development in

recent years have been large, totaling about $1-1/2 billion last year.

Many of the military research developments made or in process have major,

but as yet unexploited, civilian applications. If these developments, and

the scientific and technical skills concentrated in defense activities

could be released for peacetime applications, significant progress in

raising living standards might be achieved. Technological development

would open new investment outlets and could stimulate demand, thereby

providing a major impetus toward sustained economic expansion. An easing
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of market pressures would also permit more rapid progress in meeting the

backlog of demand for schools, water and sanitary facilities, hospitals, and

other community services by State and local governments. Reduced military

requirements would likewise facilitate progress in meeting major goals for

highway construction.

Just as a reduction in military outlays presents problems and

challenges to our own economy, it would present similar problems and opportuni-

ties in many other countries. U. S. defense expenditures abroad, including

also expenditures of the U. S. Armed Forces stationed in foreign countries,

amounted to $3.2 fbillion in fiscal 195^.WThis sum was equal to about 14 per
\^s *

cent of all foreign payments made by the United States. For some countries,

however, receipts of U. Sj defense expenditures represented a relatively

more important source of dollars. Less highly industrialized countries

mainly in the Near East and Far East, who received about one-seventh of our

defense expenditures abroad in fiscal 1956, would probably be most seriously

affected by a reduction in U. S. outlays. On the other hand, there are a

number of countries--such as Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands, and Canada--

whose balance of payments situation is so strong that they may be expected

to weather a reduction of one-half in U. S. defense expenditures without

serious drain on their gold and dollar reserves. These countries receive

about one-fifth of our total defense outlays abroad, y

The bulk of our foreign defense spending went to countries whose

gold and dollar reserves might be seriously affected, but who should be able

to adjust successfully if the reduction in spending was not made too rapidly.

This group includes countries such as France, Denmark, Italy, Norway, the

United Kingdom, and Japan.

Although these countries might face complex problems of adjustment,

it should be noted that a cut in our defense expenditures abroad would

not automatically mean a corresponding decrease in their
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dollar receipts.y In contrast to outright financial aid, our defense

expenditures abroad are not free gifts: the recipient countries are

required to use the equivalent of these funds for purchasing or pro-

ducing goods and services for their own defense, for our mutual Allies,

and for our Armed Forces. The recipient countries therefore must

utilize productive resources for defense purposes, resources which would

be set free to the extent that our defense expenditures would be curtailed.

Given enough time to effect the necessary readjustments, it should

generally be possible to re-employ the productive resources of those

countries in such a way as to make good the loss of dollar revenue: say,

by increasing the production .of goods and services for export. Some

problems, particularly in retraining labor and securing capital for

expanding production of export goods, and in finding export markets, may

have to be solved in the period of transition, /

A major contribution to the solution of the problem which may

be faced by foreign countries would be the maintenance of a strong

domestic economy in the United States. Toward this end, governmental

policies would need to be directed to the easing of the impact of dis-

armament on specific industries or areas and to the preservation of

confidence in over-all economic prospects. Existing Government programs

that would promote a smooth transition, such as veteran benefits and

unemployment compensation, might be re-examined in order to insure their
'̂ *«MB^MM«>*^M^N ••~-&!NMMMNW|MIMlwM""MIM*

maximum contribution. Reductions in Federal taxation made possible

through savings affected by disarmament would permit and encourage
/

expansion of private spending now limited by the defense program's drain

on financial and physical resources. Industry would be encouraged to
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exploit more promptly the technological developments of recent years.

Well-timed reductions in personal income taxes would help to make effective

underlying consumer demands for goods and services, •which in turn would

promote further expansion of productive capacity, y

If a smooth transition could be provided between a cold war

economy and a peacetime economy, there would be little doubt that poten-

tial civilian demands exist here and abroad which would be ample to

utilize and even to strain our productive facilities and expanding labor

force. During the transition itself, however, uncertainty throughout the

economy could lead to cumulative repercussions beyond the industries

directly affected by military cutbacks. If broader dislocations and a

significant rise in unemployment are to be avoided, public confidence in—, -t. _„.

over-all economic prospects must be preserved, It is of the utmost

importance that the Government be prepared to act quickly to meet any

developments and that this determination be generally understood. /
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IF NATIONAL SECURITY EXPENDITURES COULD

BE CUT BY 50 Jg

THEN

A SIZEABLE PART OF OUR NATIONAL SAVING COULD

BE REDIRECTED TOY&RD SCHOOLS AND ROADS WITHOUT

INFLATIONARY EFFECTS

AND/OR

TAXES COULD BE REDUCED THUS PERMITTING

INDIVIDUALS EITHER TO IMPROVE THEIR STANDARD

OF LIVING OR TO SAVE FOR A RAINY DAY.

AND

OUR RESOURCES IN THE (HOUND COULD BE

CONSERVED FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.
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STATEMENT BY WILLIAM MwCHFSNFY MARTIN
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

OF TEE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, MARCH 1, 1957

Mr, Chairman and members of the subcommittee:

It is something of a novelty and a relief to appear before a

committee of Congress in my individual and not in an official capacity*

Your chairman, in his letter to me of January 7j addressed me not in my

official role but, I gathered, as one who has been interested in economic

studies for a good many years—though of course I do not profess to be an

expert in these vast fields that you are exploring. I

Your chairman's very interesting letter said that "in order to

obtain some understanding of possible effects of a reduction in armaments,

I would like to pose a few questions on the assumption that the defense

budget was reduced by an across-the-board cut of fifty per cent."

As you are aware, that is a hypothetical proposition that would

be affected by many unforeseeable possibilities—the timing of such a cut,

whether it was brought about gradually or abruptly, the state of the

economy at the time, the needs of the country for all manner of goods and

services, housing, roads, schools, and so on. The labor force available

would be a very important factor.

Despite these imponderables, it seems to me very worth while

to make certain assumptions, as you have done, and then to explore the

possibilities—if not the probabilities. One's view of the future depends

largely on his own state of mind, his confidence in the vitality and

adaptability of our economic system and institutions. I am an optimist.
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Experience of the not distant past has, I think demonstrated the extra-

ordinary capacity of this country to adjust to radically different

environments—from slack times, to preparedness, to all-out war, to a

period of postwar transition that did not bring about the heavy tide of

unemployment that was almost universally feared and predicted.

Being an optimist about our future, I do not accept the belief

that prosperity rests upon indefinite continuance of vast government

expenditures for arms. The diversion to private consumption or other

public uses of the great resources of manpower and materials at our

disposal could, I believe, add immeasurably to our standard^of living

without grave economic dislocation.. We could, of course, so mismanage

our affairs that transitions would be wasteful, painful, and needlessly

severe. I have a high degree of confidence that we will not bundle that

badly.

I wanted to make these few prefatory remarks in presenting two

memoranda prepared by our staff people at the Board of Governors as.

informal studies, based on your hypothesis and not in any sense as Board

statements. Both were prompted by suggestions emanating from your sub-

committee. One discusses "Control of Armament Reduction Through Budgetary

Inspection." The other is entitled "Comments on the Economic Significance

of a Fifty Per Cent Cut in Security Expenditures."
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March 13, 19*7,

J>«ar Roy:

Undar separate cover I am glad

t© stud yott 100 copies erf my statement

before ike Subcommitt** oa BisarBsaiaeat,

a* requ«»ted la yotar l«tUr «f yesterday.

With mil g«H»d ^Uh«*t

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Bill

. WcC.

. B.ay L. Reiersoo,
¥ic« President,
Bankers Trust Cosip&ay,
14 Wall Str«ett

T^rk IS, Hew Tork.
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COPY

United States Senate

Committee on Foreign Relations

March 25, 1957

Mr. William McChesney Martin, Jr. ,
Chairman, Board of Governors,
Federal Reserve Board,
Washington 25, B.C.

Dear Mr. Martin:

Thank you for your letter of March 15 in which
you were kind enough to include information on payments
from the United States to foreigners in fiscal year 1956.
It is very helpful to have the material in this form.

I also want to take this opportunity to thank
you for your appearance before the Disarmament Subcom-
mittee. Your testimony was very much to the point and
it gave the Subcommittee valuable data on the effects of
armaments on the economy. You were very generous in
taking time from a busy schedule to appear before us and
on behalf of the Subcommittee I want you to know we appre-
ciatediit.

Sincerely,

(Signed) Hubert H. Humphrey

Hubert H. Humphrey
Chairman
Subcommittee on Disarmament
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Subcommittee No. 5 of House Committee on the Judiciary
(sometimes referred to as Anti-trust Subcommittee)

Emmanuel Celler, Chairman
Peter W. Rodino, Jr.
Byron G. Rogers
Lester Holtzman
Kenneth B. Keating
William M. McCulloch
William E. Miller

New York
New Jersey
Colorado
New York
New York
Ohio
New York
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STATEMENT BY CHAIRMAN MARTIN
OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

BEFORE THE ANTITRUST SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 8, 19̂ 7, ON BILLS TO MEND CLAYTON ACT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Before discussing the bills now pending before this Committee

that would affect bank mergers, it may be helpful to describe briefly

the nature of the Board's functions and responsibilities in this general

field under existing law.

At present the Board is vested rath authority to enforce the

provisions of the Clayton Antitrust Act where applicable to banks.

Section 7 of that Act prohibits any corporation from acquiring the

stock of other corporations engaged in commerce where, in any line of

commerce in any section of the country, the effect may be substantially

to lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly. However, as far as

banks are concerned, this section applies only to acquisitions of stock.

It does not apply to acquisitions of bank assets and does not cover bank

mergers and consolidations.

Apart from the Clayton Act, the Board has other functions

under present law v/hich involve consideration of the competitive

aspects of banking and possible tendencies toward monopoly in the

banking field. Under the Bank Holding Company Act, enacted last year,

every bank holding company that proposes to acquire additional banks

must first obtain the Board's consent, and in determining whether to
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give such consent the Board is required to consider certain factors,

including the effect of the proposed acquisition/upon the preserva-

tion of competition in the field of banking, *

Other provisions of existing law which vest limited

authority in this general, field in the bank supervisory agencies sre

those of section I8(c) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act. Under

that section, the Board, the Comptroller of the Currency, and the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, in their respective areas of

authority, are required to pass in advance upon mergers and consolida-

tions of banks, but only in cases in which the capital stock or

surplus of the resulting bank will be less than the aggregate capital

stock or aggregate surplus, respectively, of the banks involved. \S

Effect of Pending Bills

It is understood that two bills relating to bank mergers

are now before the Committee—H. R. 26)4 and H, R. 211*3• The Federal

Reserve is directly concerned with these bills only as they apply to

banks. In general, as far as banks are concerned, the pending bills

would amend section 7 of the Clayton Act so as to bring acquisitions

of bank assets under the coverage of that section, in addition to the

present coverage of acquisitions of bank stock. The bills would also

require prior notice of any proposed bank merger to be given to the

Attorney General and to the Board of Governors at least 60 days

(H. R. 21ii3) or 90 days (H. R. 26k) before the merger is to take

effect if the combined capital accounts of the merging banks exceed

million.
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The Board of Governors favors the principle of subjecting

bank mergers and consolidations to Federal supervision and control,

with a requirement for consideration of the competitive effects of

such mergers. It questions, however, whether the approach embodied

in the pending bills constitutes the most desirable method of

achieving that objective,

Desirability of Advance Approval

It is the Board's opinion that the law should require bank

mergers to be approved in advance by a Federal supervisory agency.

As previously indicated, under section l8(c) of the Federal Deposit

Insurance Act the Federal bank supervisory agencies--the Board, the

Comptroller of the Currency, and the FDIC—are now required to pass

in advance upon mergers and consolidations of banks only where there

is a resulting diminution of capital or surplus. The Comptroller of

the Currency has additional authority as to approval of mergers

involving national banks. However, because of the limited nature of

the present authority, many bank mergers do not have to be approved

in advance by any Federal agency. The Board believes it would be

desirable to extend this authority so as to require advance approval

for every bank merger and consolidation, irrespective of diminution

of capital, to be given by the Comptroller of the Currency where the

resulting institution will be a national bank, by the Board where the

resulting institution will be a State member bank of the Federal

Reserve System, and by the FDIG where the resulting institution will

be a nonmember insured bank.
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The pending bills require 60-day or 90-day advance notice

of mergers, but do not require advance approval» The Board questions

whether, in the case of banks, the advance notice procedure would be

as desirable or as effective as provision for advance approval. It

would be helpful to the banks involved to have advance consent by the

Government, since this would give them, in proper cases, greater

assurance that the proposed action is not inconsistent with law,

Also it would eliminate any necessity for an effort on the part of

the Government to enjoin a bank merger or to dissolve one after it

had once taken place. There are obvious difficulties in attempting

to unscramble the assets and liabilities of constituent banks after

a merger has occurred, and particularly so after a lapse of several

months or more. Furthermore, in many cases it is not necessary for

a Government agency to have as much time as 60 or 90 days in which to

consider proposed bank mergers and the competitive aspects of such

transactions,

Enforcement Authority

The pending bills would leave unchanged those provisions

of the Clayton Act which now vest in the Board of Governors authority

to enforce the provisions of section 7 of that Act where applicable

to banks. Under present law, that authority is limited by reason of

the statute's applicability only to acquisitions of bank stock.

Under the proposed amendment to section 7, however, the Board's

responsibilities would extend to all types of bank mergers, whether

carried out under Federal or State statutes. This would result in
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a substantial enlargement of the Board's responsibilities in the

antitrust field. The Board would be called upon to consider the com-

petitive or monopolistic aspects of every such transaction even though

it had previously been considered and approved by one of the other

Federal bank supervisory agencies or by the appropriate State authority.

The principal functions of the Federal Reserve System lie

in the fields of monetary and credit policy and bank supervision. The

Board of Governors and the other bank supervisory agencies are believed

to be qualified by experience to determine whether approval should be

given with respect to proposed mergers. However, the prosecuting and

adjudicatory functions involved in the enforcement of the antitrust

laws are only indirectly related to the Board!s principal responsibili-

ties. They are of a character quite different from the functions

normally exercised by the Board in passing upon particular transactions

in the bank supervisory field. In other words, enforcement of the anti-

trust laws and the function of bank supervision represent, we believe,

different spheres of governmental operations.

Under present law, in addition to the Board's authority to

bring proceedings for the enforcement of section 7 of the Clayton

Act where applicable to banks, the Attorney General has an injunctive

authority; and the Board believes for the reasons indicated that the

enforcement of this section, whether with respect to acquisitions of

bank stocks or acquisitions of bank assets, is a function which should

not be vested in the Board.
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Consideration of Effects on Competition

Under the pending bills, any bank merger which might

substantially lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly would

be prohibited* This would seem to mean that the effect on competition

would be the controlling factor in all cases, to the exclusion of con-

sideration of other factors which may well have an important bearing upon

the maintenance of sound banking*

Banking, more than any other type of business, directly

affects credit conditions and the basic economy of the country. If a

nonbanking business becomes insolvent, its stockholders and creditors

suffer. If a bank fails, however, the effect is felt not only by its

stockholders and creditors but also by its depositors, and by

businesses and individuals in the community that must have banking

facilities in order to carry on their activities. For these reasons,

banks are governed by special statutes and are carefully regulated,

examined, and supervised by governmental authorities.

The Federal bank supervisory agencies, in passing upon

applications and proposals within their respective jurisdictions,

give consideration to the competitive aspects involved. However^

they also take into account such matters as the adequacy of a bank's

capital structure, the condition of its assets, the competency of its

management, its future earnings prospects, and the needs of the community.

Thus, the Board, in acting upon applications for the approval of

branches, bank mergers within its jurisdiction under section 18(c) of

the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, and voting permits required to be
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obtained by holding company affiliates, considers the possible effect

of the proposed transaction upon competition among banks; but in all

such cases the Board also considers the banking factors above mentioned*

The same is true under the recently enacted Bank Holding

Company Act, That Act specifically requires the Board, in passing upon

applications by bank holding companies for the acquisition of bank

stocks or assets, to consider whether the proposed acquisition would

be consistent vd.th adequate and sound banking, the public interest,

and the preservation of competition in the field of banking; but the

Act also requires the Board to consider the financial history and

condition of the holding company and the banks involved, their prospects

and the character of their management, and the needs of the community

concerned.

There have been in the past and there will doubtless be in

the future instances in which the over-all public interest would

clearly be served by a bank merger or consolidation even though it

might incidentally tend to substantially lessen competition. The Board

believes that, at least in the field of banking, the test should be

whether or not a merger would result in an "undue" rather than a

"substantial" lessening of competition*

For these reasons, and in keeping with the practice followed

in passing upon other types of banking transactions, the Board believes

that it would be desirable that, in addition to providing for the prior

approval of bank mergers by the appropriate Federal supervisory agency,

that agency should be specifically required to consider whether the
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effects of the proposed merger might be to lessen competition unduly

or to tend unduly to create a monopoly, but with the added stipula-

tion that the agency should also consider such factors as the

financial condition, adequacy of capital, and character of management

of the bank, together with the needs of the community,,

In order to maintain uniform policies as far as possible,

each supervisory agency should be required to consult the other two If

before passing on a proposed merger* Moreover, it would be desirable

to authorize the agencies to request the views of the Attorney General

as to the effect on competition,, This would enable the supervisory

agency, whenever it was in doubt, to ascertain the attitude of the

Department of Justice regarding the competitive or monopolistic

aspects of the proposed merger before deciding whether to grant its

consent.

Conclusion

To restate its views, the Board is of the opinion that

appropriate and effective legislation with respect to bank mergers

should embody two requirements: (1) bank mergers should be made subject

to the advance approval of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Board

of Governors, or the EDIC, depending upon the nature of the resulting

bank, regardless of whether there is to be a diminution in capital

structure, and (2) in acting upon bank mergers the Federal supervisory

agency concerned should be required to consider whether the proposed

transaction would unduly lessen competition, as well as the financial

condition, adequacy of capital and character of management of the
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institution resulting from the merger5 and, where the competitive

factor is significant, the agency should have authority to request the

opinion of the Attorney General on that point.

The proposed Financial Institutions Act of 1957> introduced

a few days ago, would embody these basic principles* That bill would

require a bank merger to have the prior approval of one of the three

Federal banking agencies, irrespective of diminution of bank capital or

surplus. It would expressly require the banking agency concerned to

consider the competitive aspects of each transaction, as well as the

banking factors involved, and—in the interest of uniform standards—

to seek the views of each of the other two banking agencies with respect

to the question of competition. In addition the banking agency would

be authorized to request the opinion of the Attorney General with

respect to that question.

Legislation of this kind, the Board believes, would effectively

accomplish the basic objective of providing means for controlling bank

mergers and preventing mergers that would unduly lessen competition in

the banking field*
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Th* KonormbiU Emanuel Cellar, Chairman,
eomaitt«* on ttet Judiciary,
Houce of Repreaer.tatives,
WMhiBgtOB f$, D. c.

My d*ar ifr* camir^aoi

Btirlag ths ccmrse of tiie bearing* b»£sr« your Canitt** on
March 8, 1957* regsrdlJ% the pending MH« t© «MH4 tfce Glaytos
Antitrust Act, I i»e asked to fnmlflh ^ views and those of the ^>ard
regarding jMnmral. ®att»r» in ttjis esmaectlOB.

First, we were requested to advise whither the Board took
any position isith respect to the saving provision contained in see*
tion H of the Bank Holding Cseipaigr Act of 1£56, *&*» that Act was
under eonsideration in Congress, The provision in question urns not
eontaimd in t^» Bask Holding Cempmy Mil (8* R. t6?l») *feen it waa
aadkir «wttrt.deration by t^e H@UM Bankii^ and ct&reaey conadtt«« in
1955• It was first included in ^b» propose! l©gi»l*tion when
Chminsan fipence of that Qosedtt** cm M^r 12, 1?55 introduced A new
bill (H. H. 6227), th« bill that was favorauly reported by hit
COJ8Bitt«« a f«v d&ys later and whJ,ch with certain change* subsequently
passed the House. His provision in question similarly was not eon-
talned in S. 2J^D and S» 880 w&Lefe w»r« tfea si^jeet of tarings before
the Senat« Banking and Csrre&egr Comaitte« in «luly If55» although it
waa later incorporated in the Mil S. 2577 which waa favorably reported
Isy tlmt COBimittee on July t$# 1955* The reoord indicates that at no
time did the Board tales any position with rctspeet to the merits of that
provision*

Secondly, ne were astosd to advise the Gosaaittee whether the
Board would object to a provision itdcfe would require tb« bank super*
visory agencies to request the views of the Attorney General with
respect to the competitive effects of every bank a»rger. la the
Board*s opinion, such s requirement would ispose an unnecessary burden
both upon the Departaeat of Justice a^d the bank supervisory agencies,
since wany proposed bank mergers aad consolidations do not give rise
to iBsterial qtiesticns as to competitive effects* Moreover, the neces-
sity of obtaining the views of the Attorney reneral in every case
eould s^s^ntially ^lay tfe» cons«a»tion of sargers in situati ns
im wMch circumstances JElght deraand prompt action and in which no
material question of competition would be tnvolred* The Board would
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the Honorable Baanuel Cellar -, -

prefer a provision along the line* of that contained in section 23 of
Title III of tfce pending Financial Institutions bill (S. 11*51) f taster
w&ieii the bank supervisory agency would be authorised to request the
Attorney General's opinion oa the question of competitive effects.

Fimllyf the Board was asked to *uhait its viewe with respect
t© a pn>|508al Jter b&^fe aer^er legislation eontaisteg t>^ f olloirijjg
feattirest

«*1, Aiaead section I8(c) of the federal Deposit
lasor&mse Act so as to require approval of a»y bank
merger b^ the appropriate federal bai^ supervisory
agency,

*f * Require aî * bank insperv leery agencQr rul^ii^
upon a werger to consider the factors it does
under section 3(e) of the Bank Holding Oo»panf Act.

*3* Provide for the appropriate Federal bank
supervisory areao? to obtain the iri^we of toe State
snpenrisory agenoy where a State baiA is JUsvolve4f
as in section 3(b) of tlte Bank Holding Coaipany Act.

*J±. Eeq^ire that Wae Attorney General be notified
fcy tfee appropriate Federal feank smpervisorj agency and
be given reasonable tiiae witMn irhieb to express his
vievs, before any merger is eoBsmoftated*

MS« ProTride for an antitrust savings clause similar
t© the one contained in section 11 of the Bank folding
Coqpttity" let.

B6* Aj^Rd section ? of the Clayton Act to eovtr
stock aad asset acquisitions, using the term t*substantially
to lessen coa^^tition» but spelling out what it means with
respect to banks* as was dune in this Ccemittee's Report
«*i «.. ». c;e]}ft^»

fi» first f emtum of the above proposal would eonfom to
provisions of section 23 of Title III of the Fisianciml Institutions
bill requiring prior approval of bank siergers lay the apî ropriate bank
supervisory agency and, as it hms previously indicated, toe Board would
favor such a requirement,

f he second feature would require the appropriate bank
supervisory agency in passing upon any bank merger to consider the sens
factors as those stated in section 3(c) of the Bank Holding Cowpany Act,
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naselyj »{1) fh* financial hittorj? *na ecadittea of tin «asf*a»y a*
coupon!** and th« banka eoneamadf (2) thair prorpectaj (3) tha
charaetar of thalr Pftnagenantj (4) tha c ovenience, aaeda* and mifara
of tha ccwmmitles and tha ar*a concerned| mod (5) whether ©r tiot tha
*ff act of imoh Requisition or laergar or eoneoliiiaticai iioald ba to
expand the els* or extent ©f the bank holding company eyetee) involved
beyond limits eonaiataM iritfe M«9m«t« and 5<?und b«mMMgf ih« pufelie
lnt«r«ft, and th« pr«s«ry»ti®» ®f co»»p«Uticij la th* fi*l« of-iftrJciac* *

Tb« bank »«rg«r pro<rl»iea9 of action t| of fltl« I'*I of th«
Fiaaiieial, ln*tltution« bill, vfeieh havt fcoen <mcior»^ by tfe« Bcmr<df
vr^ld r«<3ulr» the tanji attparrjaos^ aganeiaa to ecu aider îa factors
wnjnerated In aaetloa 15 of tfeat Tltla and alao whathcr tka affeet of
a pror;»08»c n^rgar or oonaolidati^n *pay ca -to la*eta eo^patittoa Qfltful/ or to
wxiily ta^i to eraata a monopoly*11 The faetor* anuaiaratad In aaction 15
ara tha fiaascial fei«tory a^ oos îtioii of tba bank, tha a^a^uacy of
ita capital at3*«iotmrat li» fitera ««r«l8^a pvoapaett, tha ^anaral
diajpaet«r of Ita atfmagaaiafit# aa^ tea eonraniaiiaa anr; na«4a of thu oaa>»
wttmity to bo aarrad by «ia bank, ponaaqoantly^ s^cttea f3 *owld aaam
to eo^«r 0nb«taiitlally tlio tania faetora-aa thota r^qiiiratf to -be eon-
nldorad mntfer tha 9ank SoMlng Com'pany Act# Walla tha Board ncmld aaa
no naad to maa languafe dlff«r«it f*ow that now eontaiaad to aao^Lon ?3t
tha Bourd would tora no objaetloa t© tba «a« of langvafa aiK&air to
^»t of aaetî n 3(«) of tft* Koltfiac Ce»^aî r Aot if ^oanrta* ateoeld
daaa It atfriaable*

Tba tt-5W feature of th* prspo,*al wemld rt^mirt tba afipfoprlata
Fadaral bank auparviae^ ag*«aios t@ obtain tna irimfa of tfea *:tai© tup«r-
Tiaory authority «b*r« a Stat* .bank it !ar- Ivad *«« in aaetioa 3<b) of
tba Sank Balding Coeipajqr Act»te fn« loard <|ua«ti^n« th« nacaaaity for
ratalrinf tfea .Fadaral bank a-.fMirriaoiy aganoy to aaak tha vi«wa of
tha ftata ai^trvoritiaw* If' tba roraltinf tank won Id fca a .̂ tat« bank,
puefc a vaqttiraaant nould ba unnec«rrsry «tin«a th» aargar would aaira
baas ap».iof«d If tha appropvlata f?t«tu banking authority bafora It
cotilc! fee eo?ssiia^a.t«fi* if ana of %h« baaka Invalvad woro a Stat* bank,
but *ha radii ting bank uould :bia a national bank* tha approval of tha
Ctaaatro.U«r of tha Currency net*ld ba n^ea^aary undar pr..*-aant 'law avaa
^o«^h $tata a^roiral »l^t net %« raquiradi*

&a to tha fourtt. feature of tha prepoaal, tha iaard ^aetiona
tfe« naad .-for a .ratuiraawfit th«t th« -adaral t^aak auparria&ir awthority
notify tha Ittornay Sanaral of all a|>f:lieatio«« far N»ik mermanf bat
the taaytf-- w»ald aaa no abj««ts«a- t© a ratwlr«wwt for «ar* a>ti.fleatlan
if tho Coaaiittaa and Coafraaa daan it aaaaatial* low«r«rt fbr tba
raaaoni baratoforo stated In thin letter* tha Board b*liw«s that it
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o« unnaesaeary ami an^aipabl* to re-quire th« Ms*
agency, in addition in notification, to obtain the view* of the
Attorney Centre! except In those caaes in which the 01*00 1 ion of

effect nay ha*« material

As to the fifth feature *f the proposal ~ ttie inclusion in
bank merger legislation of an antitrust saving clause «i»ilar to tlmt
contained la secUcm 11 of the Bank Heldiaft Company Act «•> it it ap-
parent th«t swjh a olaiiw* wold H»v* littl» meaning ^a^s« «»etioii ?
of tfe* Clayton Antitrust Act %*tr# a^end«4 te «ovtr meq^lsitloiw of
as set » &« pr0pOMd fery t^te «lxth point in tfe» plan* flies* t*o featnr«»
of tht prop&aal wast tlicrefore bo eor^ldtred to«*ti»or»

l*»t f»atur« of tlio proposal vould iiwolve an a®«ndteOTit
to section 7 of th* Clayton A$t to cover acQidsitierar of bank a«»«t»
ae wall RS baak «t0el^f without an@r cfe«»ie in tho prooont statutory
to»t teased on aitetantial l*»f*niftt of oomr«tition9 l?«it %dth «oia» oac*
t ianation, proonMably in ttoo CoMHlttoo Report, as to tho leaning of

Board voi^Li bo oppoMd to this f«atnro of tho
for a«v*t*l roason»« In tho first '?laooA a»»«ainf tfeat no

bt MMMI ia tit* imforooaent proviaiona of th*j Clayton Aett
th« aJaindE^int would ^tmco t^o Board in tlio position of hairing roaponai-
biltty with ro*f»et to ototy bank aaraar «v«m tho^» it feed proriowi^r
%o«a oonaidtor^ and a^^orod fey out of th«t other todoral bank sapor*
vieory mgeneios or fer tNi apj^ropriatt ^tnto banking authority* ^uoh
a sit nation would otstioasly bo undo&irubl«. As tte ioard has stated
on sovoral ooaasions in r«c«pnt yoars9 It boHevo* that It should not
os T*j«t«d with tno proaoautiitf and »4Jndi@at©ry functions involwd la
tso onforootfwnt of tteo antitrust lanes, ospsoially If station ? of %k®
Clayton A«t, %hich HOP ©overs only tlio limited fioM of bank ctock ao-

should bs broad* nftd to covsr naqulsitlons of bank assots«

statutory *p|)3.lQation to feank ffiorasrs of tho Olayts^
test of "satistfcntial* loseonini of cora ^tition would not, in tho Board *•
QpiaioB, bs doslrabls in tits ^tblle intorsst9 ovsn though too Comdt̂ os
roport should cpoll oat eire*SR*tsJie*» in %fhiah that tt»st would not bt
intonisd to »reolu^o a bank tw»rgsr or consolidation* ^lothor or not a

would l^vs tlie offoot of substantially lossoninc eonnstitlon
a i|ttantiUttivo to»t whialk9 ^osplto ®w& m «%planation in

tho Oomtittoo ioport, mi^t 'bt construed as not psndtting adsousto
woight to bs fivon ta factors having to do witti t&* noundrwet of tfec
banking sy«t«®i» availability of banking sonrinos, and tho ovornill

lotorsst*

If it should ba the Intent of Congposs that tho tost
of e^ipfttltion1* as usoil la section T of tbo
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f he Honorable

Act should not r^eessarily si&ke tanlanful bank iserger* uhlch
vight be dMrirtbXe IB the public internet because of f&etor* oth«r
than the c<^jatltlve f aetor, It is the viw of th« Bo4yr4 that thia
$k0uld uot be left a* a matter of Intsrpretntioa, -possibly through
court d«eislo»st on tlw> basis c^f legislative history, btit chcmld be
set forth ia the language cf tlsw statute, throu^i the use of tfe© word
•uadoljr* Instead of "sobstantialljr1*, so tbat th& C©î re«8lO'nal intemt
in the matter nay b« clear.

Slneerely

(Signed) Wn. McC, Martin, Jr,J

KcC* Martin, <lr«

L» 4. Jemsings, Deputy
Hr, Cob^ra, FDIC

3-1S-57
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before the
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Mr. Chairman:

The volume of home mortgage debt now totals about '100 billion.

It is about equal in size to long-term corporate debt, and over three times

as large as consumer instalment debt. It is more than one-third the size

of our gigantic Federal Government debt.

Most of the growth of private debt has occurred since the war.

In the past decade, home mortgage debt has gro?/n by $76 billion, long-term

corporate debt by $60 billion, and consumer instalment debt by $27 billion,

During the same period, Federal Government debt increased by only $1? billion.

During 1956 alone, home mortgage debt grew $11 billion, long-term

corporate debt $9 billion, consumer instalment debt $2-1/2 billion, while

Federal Government debt declined yU billion. Ihe growth in home mortgage

debt during 1956 was much larger than for any other year except 1955 when it

grew by $12-1/2 billion.

Home mortgage lending is costly as compared with most other types

of long-term investment. Considerable prior analysis of each transaction

is necessary before a lender can decide whether or not a property has suffi-

cient long-range value to justify a mortgage loan of the amount sought as

well as whether or not the prospective borrower qualifies as a credit risk.

Furthermore, elaborate processing is necessary before a mortgage is legally

recorded. Over the life of the loan the regular monthly payments must be

serviced by a responsible agent. In view of the sheer magnitude of the

volume of home mortgage loans placed and outstanding, it is evident that

the personnel engaged in home mortgage lending is large arid that effective

contacts with the great pools of private savings have been established and

maintained.
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In view of these well established market relationships and the

further fact that the supply of savings continues very large, it follows

that any diminution of the volume of fonds currently placed in home

mortgages must be accounted for by one or more of the following four

factors:

1. A diminution in demand for home mortgage
financing.

2. An increase in risk exposure making lenders
more cautious in committing savings to home
mortgage investment.

3. A growth in competing demands to borrow the
savings that might otherwise be invested in
home mortgages.

It.. The interposition of barriers that prevent
savings from flowing into certain sectors
of the home mortgage market.

Now, consider the situation with respect to these four factors.

Diminution of demand for home mortgage financing, if it were occurring, would

reflect either (a) overbuilding in particular areas, (b) consumer resistance

to a rise in building costs, (c) consumer resistance to the down-payment

requirements or other mortgage lending terms, or (d) some combination of

these developments. VJhile a combination of these influences is operating

currently to some extent in individual localities, available evidence clearly

indicates that overall demand for home mortgage financing remains high and

in excess of actual mortgage transactions.

The risk exposure factor is always present and at times operates

powerfully to affect the flow of home mortgage funds. It is doubtful,

however, whether risk exposure is a ruling consideration under current

market conditions. Recent default and loss experience of lenders engaged

in mortgage financing has been most favorable. Furthermore, the recent
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drop in new mortgage commitments is concentrated almost wholly in the

Federally sponsored home mortgage insurance and guarantee programs which

involve a minimum of risk to the lender. The volume of funds flowing into

conventional home mortgage financing, where the lender assumes all the risk,

has not diminished,

A growth in competing demands to borrow the savings that might

otherwise be invested in home mortgages is clearly evident in the present

situation. Demands for savings to finance industrial growth, expansion of

public utility and commercial facilities, instalment and consumer purchases,

roads, schools and other public works have mounted greatly in the past two

years. In the aggregate, including home mortgage financing, these demands

have exceeded the supply of current savings, large as it has been. This

has caused a rise in interest rates. In the last two years, rates on

Government bonds have risen about 1 percentage point, on high-grade State

and municipal securities about 1 percentage point, on high-grade corporate

bonds 8£ basis points, and on conventional home mortgages about 1 percentage

point.

Barriers that impede the free flow of savings into certain sectors

of the mortgage market, notably into the Federally sponsored home mortgage

program, have tended to appear in recent years. As the demand for funds in

other areas has grown, lenders have been able to secure a higher net return

on loans they considered of equal quality by lending on conventional residen-

tial and commercial mortgages, industrial bonds, and similar investment media.

The li-1/2 per cent ceiling rates that formerly prevailed on both FIIA and VA

home mortgages gradually became a barrier to the ability of borrowers using

these programs to compete with other borrowers for the savings that were

available. For a time, competition was maintained through resort to
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discounts -which had the effect of providing a higher gross yield to the

lenders than the U-l/2 per cent rate stated on the face of the mortgage.

The workability of this mechanism diminished as the Ii-1/2 per cent ceiling

got further and further out of line with competitive rates in other lending

areas.

The total volume of VA financed home mortgages was over $7 billion

in 1955* and nearly $6 billion in 1956. So long as the present relationship

between demands for and the supply of new savings prevails, there is no

possibility that lenders will invest at anything approaching this rate in

VA mortgages subject to a li-l/2 per cent ceiling. The problem before this

Committee, as I understand it, is to explore the bearing of this fact on

the future flow of funds available for home mortgage lending. Specifically,

your Committee wants to find out vrhether or not there is any practical

alternative to lifting the ceiling rate which has become a barrier to the

flow of new savings into the VA segment of the mortgage market.

No one of the three suggestions thus far advanced—(1) an increase

in direct VA loans, (2) an increase in FNMA operations, or (3) absorption

of VA mortgages in the Government trust funds—will increase the flow of

private savings into VA mortgages. None of these proposals operates to

encourage new savings, i.e., to increase the total flow of funds from

which all demands for long-term investment must be met. All three, further-

more, require that the Federal Government borrow in the market more than

it would otherwise borrow. This additional borrowing by the Treasury would

not only be inflationary but would tend to raise market rates of interest

further and thus increase the barrier that is already impeding the flow of

private investment funds into VA mortgages. These programs would, of course,
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make funds available up to the limits provided in the legislation, and in

some cases would help certain individuals to purchase homes. To the extent

that already existing VA mortgages were acquired from institutions, however,

it might simply provide those institutions with funds to lend in other

markets. Hence, tracing the effects of these proposed programs, we find

that under them the Federal Government would have assumed large additional

responsibilities, without, in the end, restoring the market for VA mortgages,

In view of the tentative decision to maintain the 1+-1/2 per cent

ceiling rate on VA mortgages, it is evident that the adequacy of a continued

flow of new savings into the home mortgage market will depend on either or

both of the following developments:

(a) A further increase in the volume of lending
on conventional mortgages. This may come about since
these mortgages can compete freely yieldwise for
limited savings with other demands for borrowing.

(b) A revival of home mortgage financing through
FHA. If the FHA establishes rates and charges that
permit home mortgages covered by its insurance to
compete with other investment for savings, this may
well represent the channel through which a large part
of the adjustment will be made.
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COPY

UNITED STATES SENATE
Committee on Banking and Currency

Subcommittee on Housing

March 18, 1957 (Note: Received March 12)

Mr. William McC. Martin, Jr.
Chairman, Board of Governors
Federal Reserve System
Washington 25, D.C.

Dear Mr. Martin:

The Subcommittee on Housing has scheduled hearings
to begin on Monday, March 18, 1957, and will cover a broad
range of issues relating to residential construction and
mortgage financing.

Several bills referred to the Subcommittee involve
questions that are closely related to Federal monetary,
fiscal and credit policies, and it is important, I believe,
that the Subcommittee Members have a clear understanding
of your views on these matters as they relate to housing.

If you have any preference as to when you would like
to testify, the arrangements can be made at the staff level.

Sincerely,

(Signed) John Sparkman

John Sparkman
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Mr. i

Mrs. Mitchell of the Subcommittee on Housing
of the Senate Banking and Currency Committee*
called to confirm the time and date of the
Chairman*s appearance before the Subcommittee*
It has definitely been set for 10 a.m., fueaday>
March 19* at 10 a*uuf in loom 301 of the Senate
Office Building,

tm
*•

p.m.

cet Miss Huehlhatis
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Subcommittee on Housing - Senate Committee
on Banking and Currency

John Sparkman, Alabama, Chairman
J. W. Fulbright, Arkansas
Paul H. Douglas, Illinois
A.S. Mike Monroney, Oklahoma
Joseph S. Clark, Pa.
Homer E. Capehart, Indiana
Irving M. Ives, New York
Prescott Bush, Connecticut
Frederick G. Payne, Maine
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BDARD DF GDVERNDRS

DF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Office Correspondence pate March 12,
To Chairman Martin

From

Subject: Hearings before Subcommittee on
Housing of the Senate Banking & Currency
Committee, to begin March 18, 19$7*

I have talked with Mr. Jack Garter, Staff Director of the Sub-
committee, with reference to the attached letter announcing hearings on
housing and mortgage financing and asking for your views on the subject.
He says that the Subcommittee feels rather strongly that you should make
the appearance rather than someone else from the Board, particularly
since this is a rather unusual period which might suggest some changes
in the pattern of housing legislation.,

A number of bills are before the Subcommittee, but it will not
be necessary for you to direct your testimony to any particular bill.
Mr. Carter suggests that you might discuss the following points:

(1) The effect of the Administration's proposal
to reduce down payments on FHA mortgages;

(2) The effect of pouring more money into FNMA,
also recommended by the Administration;

(3) The effect of taking a portion of the National
Service Life Insurance money for direct loans to veterans;
and

(k) The problem today: Is it a shortage of money
or is it an inability to sell houses?

Of course, you will not be limited to these points.

The Subcommittee tentatively has set Tuesday, March 19, as the
date for your appearance. This will be confirmed later. //

r
cc: Mr. Riefler

Mr. Young
Mr. Thurston
Mr. Carpenter
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March 18, 1957

To: Chairman Martin

From: Mr. Rjsjfler

le have not included in your statement before the
Sparkrnan Subcommittee any material with respect to the
Administration's recommendation that down payments be lowered
on FHA loans. I am sure you will be questioned on this aspect
of the problem. In my testimony before the House Subcommittee,
I took the following positions:

1. If Congress should decide to fold the
VA program into the FHA, it would be appropriate
to make particular provision for veterans. This
might include lower down payments. I did not
express any ideas as to what the special provi-
sion might be.

2. With respect to FHA down payments in
general, I suggested that the Subcommittee look
carefully before it lowered them on the grounds
(a) that I personally thought, if the FHA rates
and charges were administered in such a way as
to keep the FHA in thorough contact with the
market, a satisfactory volume of business could
be done on the present down payments, and (b) that,
in general, down payments should not be lowered
at the top of a boom, such as the country is now
going through.
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Press Release #3
Senate Subcommittee on Housing
Jack Carter, Staff Director
National 8-3120, ext. 2179

FOR RELEASE 10:00 A.M., MONDAY, MARCH 18, 1957

OPENING STATE OF SENATOR JOHN SPARKMAN (D.; ALA.)

HEARINGS BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HOUSING

MARCH 18, 1957

The Subcommittee on Housing begins hearings this morning on bills

which have been referred to date. These hearings will be devoted to a full

discussion of the bills before us which for the most part contain amendments

to various Housing Acts over which the Subcommittee has jurisdiction.

The bills to be considered are as follows:.

S. 88, by Senator Humphrey, to amend title III of the National Housing

Act to provide that the Federal National Mortgage Association

shall exercise its special assistance functions by purchasing

mortgages securing loans which are guaranteed under the

Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 19̂ > and for other purposes;

S. k6j} by Senator Chavez, to amend title II of the Housing Amendments

of 1955 (relating to public facility loans) to authorize

additional financial assistance in connection with public

projects made necessary by certain activities related to the

national defense;

S. 726, by Senator Johnson (and others), to provide that 25 per centum

of the National Service Life Insurance Fund may be invested in

making direct home loans to veterans; to increase the maximum

loan entitlement of veterans under section 512 of the Service-

men's Readjustment Act of 19̂ , and to expedite action on certain

applications of veterans for direct home loans;

S. 912, by Senator Johnston, to enlarge the special assistance functions

of the Federal National Mortgage Association to include the pur-

chase and the making of commitments to purchase of insured or

guaranteed mortgages securing loans not exceeding $1̂ ,000 in

principal amount which bear interest at a rate not in excess

of ̂  per centum;
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S. 929j by Senator Langer, to protect borrowers against excessive

cash requirements and minimum terms in the case of home

loans guaranteed under title V of the Servicemen's Read-

justment Act of 19̂ , or secured by mortgages insured under

section 203 of the National Housing Act;

S. 1090, by Senator Bush (for himself and Mr. Purtell), to extend

the time for disposal of a certain war housing project to

the housing authority of the tovn of Wethersfield, Connecticut;

S. 1230, by Senator Sparkman, to authorize the Housing and Home

Finance Administrator to provide urban planning fellowships;!/

S. 1̂ 79? by Senator Douglas, to authorize the transfer of certain

housing projects to the city of Decatur, Jllinois., or the

Decatur Housing Authority;

S. 1515 * by Senator Dirksen, to provide for the conveyance of certain

housing projects owned by the United States to the Housing

Authority of the City of Decatur, Illinois;

S. 1531* by Senator Long, to provide for the conveyance of certain

property under the jurisdiction of the Housing and Home

Finance Administrator to the State of Louisiana;

S. 1553, by Senator Fulbright, to increase by $200,000,000 the

borrowing authority of the Housing and Home Finance Agency

for purposes of making loans for college housing;

S. 1569, by Senator Bible (for himself and Mr. Malone), to provide

for the conveyance of certain real property of the United

States to the city of Las Vegas, Nevada;

S. 1609, by Senator Capehart (for himself and Mr. Sparkman, by request),

the Administration's bill to amend the National Housing Act

and other laws relating to housing and for other purposes.

In addition to these bills before the Subcommittee, I have prepared a

bill, now available in the form of a Committee Print, which I shall introduce

in the Senate this afternoon, and which I hope will result in a more adequate

supply of lower priced housing for families and individuals that urgently

need better accommodations.
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The bill provides for a system of federal mortgage insurance which

wo'ild be administered within the present framework of the Federal Housing

Administration. It is intended to extend the benefits of the National Housing

Act to lower- and middle-income families and individuals who, in my opinion,

have not enjoyed an equal opportunity to obtain decent housing under federal

housing programs.

The bill designates, but is not necessarily limited to, five needy

segments of our population:

1. Families and individuals from urban renewal areas;

2. Families and individuals of moderate income;

3. Families and individuals whose inability to obtain adequate

living accommodateoas in privately financed housing is

attributable to race, creed; or color;

4. Elderly persons; and

5. Large families, with five or more dependents.

There has been relatively little disagreement about the fact th&t..theee

groups are in need of better housing. Moreover, these needs are increasing.

An alarming number of families are expected to be displaced as a result of

just two federal programs — ths slum clearance and urban renewal program,

and the huge new federal roads program. Families of moderate income — earnin(

roughly between $3500 and $6000 a year -- are confronted with a frustrating

situation in that the price of "better housing is out-of-reach of their income.

Families of minority groups have many difficulties, regardless of income, in

obtaining adequate housing. The housing conditions of millions of elderly

persons, who t»ra becoming a proportionately larger segment of our population,

are shamefully substandard and already disturb our national conscience. And

the plight of lat'ge families, especially those in the lower- and middle-income

levels, are too obvious to require elaboration.

The disagreements we have had relate not to the objectives but to the

methods we should employ to assist these groups. Although private industry

with government assistance has done a magnificent job in recent years to

boost production, it has never met the needs of these groups; moreover, the

present overall production trend Is downward. Housing starts in February

dropped to the lowest point since 19̂ 9- This decrease has occurred in the
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construction of single-family homes, which are the main elements in the vast

new developments on the outskirts of our cities. Multi-family rental

housing construction to serve our central cities has "been, except for a few

luxury dwellings, in the doldrums for some time, And the improvement of farm

housing has hardly begun.

The approach of this bill is to utilize section 221 of the National

Housing Act, which provides for federal insurance of mortgages on the following

terms: for sales housing., no down-payment, except $200 which may include

settlement costs, UO-year maturity, and insurable amounts up to $10,000;

and insurance up to 100 per cent of value on multi-family projects, if the

mortgagor is a non-profit organization.

The present interest rate ceiling in the law is 6 per cent. In my bill

I have set a ceiling of k per cent. The purpose of this reduction is to

establish a rate which will help to bring down the cost of housing to the

consumer.

I am fully aware of the present condition of the money market, where

the effective yield on mortgages is closer to 6 per cent than it is to k per

cent. And I am also aware of the fact that the only source of mortgage

financing, at the present time, for this type of program is a government

instrumentality such as the Federal National Mortgage Association. I have,

therefore, written into the bill a provision creating a new special assistance

category through which FNMA would be authorized to purchase mortgages under this

bill, up to an amount not in excess of $250 million, and to purchase them at par,

Although this interest rate ceiling will be regarded by some as un-

desirable because it is below the present private market rate, I would like to

point out that the program could operate, despite today's tight money market,

without loss to the Treasury.

This is already true of at least three other federal housing programs

that provide for rates of k per cent or less: the military housing program,

which operates within the federal mortgage insurance system, has a ceiling of

k per cent; the farm housing program under Title V of the Housing Act of 19̂ 9

provides for direct loans at a maximum of ̂  per cent; and the college housing

program is a direct loan program with a rate of about 3 per cent. None of
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these groups has a need greater than the needs of the groups covered by this

bill.

Not too long ago, a k per cent mortgage was rather attractive to the

private money market, and I do not believe we should entirely abandon hope

that such a rate may again be acceptable in the future.

In the meantime, the housing needs of the groups covered by this bill

become increasingly more difficult to meet, and I for one believe deeply

that we in the Congress have a basic responsibility to assist in meeting

their needs.
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'ATEMENT BY WILLIAM HcCHESWEY MARTIN, JR.
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HOUSING

THE SENATE BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMITTEE

March 19, 1957

Mr. Chairman:

One of my early responsibilities after I assumed my duties as

Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board was to testify on housing and mortgage

finance before the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency. That was in

May 195>1 * just about six years ago, we were then concerned over the high

cost of housing. Yet because of the pressure to build bouses as well as

plants, we have witnessed a steady rise in construction costs and the

typical home purchaser finds a new house today costs about 15 per cent more

than in 1951.

The volume of home mortgage debt now totals about $100 billion.

It is about equal in size to long-term corporate debt, and over three times

as large as consumer instalment debt. It is more than one-third the size

of our gigantic Federal Government debt.

In the past decade, home mortgage debt has grown by S?6 billion,

long-term corporate debt by $60 billion, and consumer instalment debt by

$27 billion. During the same period, Federal Government debt increased by

only $17 billion.

During 1956 alone, home mortgage debt grew $11 billion, long-term

corporate debt $9 billion, consumer instalment debt $2-1/2 billion, while

Federal Government debt declined $U billion. The growth in home mortgage

debt during 1956 was much larger than for any other year except 3.955 when

it grew by $12-1/2 billion.
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Each spring witnesses before this Committee and others have

testified that the nonavailability of mortgage money would shortly bring

about the collapse of the housing industry in the United States, letters
•«.

and telegrams from all over the United States have come to your desks and

to mine confirming this impending crisis. Despite these gloomy predictions,

each year housing starts have exceeded a million units, often by a substan-

tial margin.

What concerns me about this is not so much the misleading

impression that may have been created in thê  past—that is water over the

dam. Rather, it is that these past alarms make it difficult to discern

whether the situation confronting the building industry and the country

today is as serious as some observers would have us believe.

It may well be that the mortgage finance situation is more serious

than in previous years. Housing starts in February dropped sharply to the
JjfjtW

lowest rate, seasonally adjusted, since the spring of 19ii9» The whole of
A

the drop was concentrated in starts financed through federally-sponsored

financing instruments. Comparing the first two months of 195>7 with the

same months of 19££ and 195>6, respectively, starts financed by the VA

mortgage program were off 60 per cent and U6 per cent and starts financed

through the FHA mortgage program were off 53 per cent and 33 per cent.

Starts financed with conventional mortgages did not decline at all. Actually

they appear to have risen very slightly from the level of the two preceding

years. Conventional financing currently accounts for nearly seven out of

ten starts whereas two years ago it accounted for less than half.
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The slower rate of home building during the past two years may

represent, in part, a corrective action to the unusually high rate of

starts in early 19£3> and, in part, consumer resistance to rising construc-

tion costs. However, the fact that the recent decline in starts has been

confined to the federally-aided programs indicates that the ceilings on

interest rates on FHA and VA mortgages have interfered with the smooth

functioning of the housing industry.

A growth in competing demands for the savings that might other-

wise be invested in home mortgages is clearly evident. During the past two

years, the demand for savings to finance industrial growth, expansion of

public utility and commercial facilities, instalment and consumer purchases,

roadsj schools and other public works have mounted. These demands, together

with those for home mortgage financing, have exceeded the supply of current

savings, large as it has been. This has caused a rise in interest rates.

In the last two years, yields on Government bonds and high-grade State

and municipal securities have risen about one percentage point, and on con-

ventional mortgages and high-grade corporate bonds almost as much.

The U-l/2 per cent ceiling rates that formerly prevailed on both

FHA and VA home mortgages gradually became an increasing barrJLer to the

ability of borrowers using these programs to compete with other borrowers

for the savings that were available. For a time, contact with the market

was maintained through resort to discounts which had the effect of providing

a higher gross shield to the lenders than the U-l/2 per cent rate stated on

the face of the mortgage* The workability of this mechanism diminished as

the U-l/2 per cent ceiling got further and further out of line with com-

petitive rates in other lending areas.
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The total volume of VA financed home mortgages was over $7 billion

in 1955, and nearly $6 billion in 195>6. So long as the present relation-

ship between demands for and the supply of new savings prevails, there is

no possibility that lenders will invest at anything approaching this volume

in VA mortgages subject to a h-1/2 per cent ceiling* There have been

several suggestions directed toward relieving this situation through further

Government investment in mortgages. The ones which appear to have received

most serious consideration are—(1) an increase in direct VA loans, (2) an

increase in FNMA operations, or (3) absorption of VA mortgages in the

Government trust funds.

None of these proposals operates to encourage new savings, i.e.,

to increase the total flow of funds from which all demands for long-term

investment must be met. All three, furthermore, require that the Federal

Government borrow in the market more than it would otherwise borrow. This

additional borrowing by the Treasury would not only be inflationary but

would tend to raise market rates of interest still further and thus increase

the barrier that is already impeding the flow of private investment funds

into VA mortgages.

These three programs would, of course, make funds available up

to the limits provided in the legislation, and in some cases would help

certain individuals to purchase homes. To the extent that already existing

VA mortgages were acquired from institutions, however, it might simply

provide those institutions with funds to lend in other markets. Hence,

tracing the effects of these proposed programs, we find that under them the

Fedaral Government would have assumed large additional responsibilities,

without, in the end, restoring the market for VA mortgages. In a time when
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strenuous efforts are being made to reduce Government expenditures, it

shou3.d be kept in mind that outlays of this nature by the Federal Government,

even though they may not appear in the budget, place the same strain on

money markets and have the same inflationary effect on the economy as an

increase in budget expenditures not covered by taxes.

The home construction industry is probably the most important

single industry in the country, and home ownership is the most important

asset for many American families* Almost 30 million, or 6 in 10, house-

holds own their_home. About 80 per cent of the home owners have incomes

of less than $7,5>00 a year. Significantly, the trend in home ownership

in recent years is most evident among families that in the past usually

included a large proportion of renters, such as wage workers, young people

and those in the middle or lower income brackets. This "catching up" in

home ownership reflects the rising incomes, increased stability of employ-

ment, availability of financing and other economic developments of recent

years.

Home mortgage debt is the most important liability and the most

common obligation of American families. Over 1$ million households are

making mortgage payments currently. The existence of mortgage debt is

closely associated with the recency of home purchase. Almost 7 in 8 of

the families who have bought homes since 195>1| have mortgage debt, while

only 2 in 5 of the home owners who purchased before 195k are still making

mortgage payments.

The sheer magnitude of these figures, and the need to continue

to make home ownership available to large segments of the population indi-

cates the seriousness of the problem before us. The home building industry
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must be kept operative, but not on a basis that leads to skyrocketing costs,

overcommitments and, ultimately, to market saturation and collapse—which

would be damaging not only to builders and suppliers—but to the millions

of Americans who have undertaken home purchase as the primary basis for

their savings*

Nearly a billion dollars of new funds every month is required to

support the level of home construction we have had in recent years* In

order to maintain a flow of funds of this magnitude, it is essential that

all the major types of financing maintain contact with the market. At the

moment this contact has been severed, particularly in the case of VA-

guaranteed mortgages, by the prescription of unrealistic ceilings on the

rate of interest.

In my judgment the essential thing is to restore contact with

the free market. Only in that way can we look forward to a strong, healthy

private building industry, which can contributed.t£_full_share to the stable

growth of our country.
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March 25, 1957

Mr. Morton Bod fish
Chairman of the Board and President
Fisst Federal Savings <k Loan Asso. of Chicago
i South ^earburo Street
Chicago i, Illinois.

Dear Mr, Bodlish:

This is tu acknowledge and thank you lor your

letter of March 20, commenting an my recent appearance

before the Senate Banking and Currency Subcommittee on

Housing. I was interested to have and appreciate your

comment a.

Sincerely yours

(S!GNE^WM.McC. MARTIN, Jr,

Wra. McC. Martin, Jr.

ETrnbk

cc; Miss Muehlhaus
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